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COLONEL R. E. TWITCHELL.
Named for President of Irrigation Congress.
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CONVENTIO

Hundred Desks are Crowded Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell
of Las Vegas Named
in Hall of Representatives
for President
at Capitol
SESSION

CONVENES MONOAT PINGHOT DOWN FOR ADDRESS

Governor Appoints Edward Hart Colorado Will Present Resolution in Favor of States
County Commissioner for
McKinlcy County.

Rights.

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 29. It was
anybody's race for the gubernatorial
nomination when the Democratic
state convention met this morning.
Charles F. Murphy, of Tammany Hall,
was in a postion to dominate the con
vention as the result of a coalition of
delegates from New York, Kings and
Queens and Erie counties, but Mr.
Murphy's repeated reclaration that
the upper state delegates would name
the ticket leaves things in the air.
Friends of Edward M. Shepard are
trying hard to convince Murphy that
Chepard was the choice of the upper
state delegates. Efforts to induce
Congress James Haverness to withdraw by offeringfi him the alternative
of a seat on the supreme court bench,
failed and Haveness' managers claim
The
150 delegates pledged to him.
temporary organization, an address by
Alton B. Parker, the temporary chairman, and the appointment of committees are expected to take the greater part of today's session.
Mr. Shepard is said to have the
support of Alton B. Parker, William F.
Sheehan, Thomas F. Osborne and that
branch of the New York Democratic
party represented by such men as
Justice Morgan and John O'Brien.
Nevertheless, therewas a conscious
trens against-Snepar- d
during the
morning. JPfie elimination of Shepard,
wouldieve no preeminent candidate.
A conference of upstate leaders witn
rphy took place during the morn
ing and the name of Suprece Court
Justice James Gerard, who is accept
able to Hearst and Martin, is often
heard.

the"'
Governor Mills today appointed Ed-- '
Pueblo,
Sept. 29 Although
ward Hart, o Gallup, county comims- - states right fight led by Colorado was
sioner of McKinley county, to succeed expected to break before the National
Palmer Kettner, resigned.
Irrigation Congress today, not a riplet
of it disturbed the morning session,
Oh How Dry I Am!
TURNS FROM POLITICS
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien to"- - which was given to greetings frome
TO BASEBALL.
on
countries
and
a
foreign
reports
for
day received an application
for
is
down
Pinchot
Gifford
culture.
of territorial lands in whidh the
First-Claian address today on "The Actual Bat-- I Hon. Solomon Luna is Backing
writer says: "It is so dry here-th-at
Los
to
Team
Represent
cannot fill out the papers!" He is a tie" which may develop into
Lunas at Albuquerque.
to the territory from the thing lively, as he is to be followed
v
on
of
H.
H.
Colorado
Eddy
by
states jind some one suggested that
The baseball situation during fair
hail inst read "Collier's." state Control of Waters." The worn- at Albuquerque, promises to be
week
will
in
the convention work
en's part
Notaries Public Appointed.
since
be reviewed this afternoon by Mrs. quite strenuous, especially so
Governor Mills today appointed the
of the Cheyenne Indians of
the
entry
FedH.
L.
of
the
Hollister,
president
following notaries public: James L. T. eration of Women's Club. The reso- - Cheyenne, Wyo., who entered by teleT incnn
TTnlrm
onuntv!
r9 TkTneiiiorrt
committee held another meet- - graph yesterday and will represent
and Clarence M. Pierce of Naravisa,
in the tournament. Altfliis
ing
morning. It is practically as- Los Lunas
Quay county.
not been officially anhas
it
sured that the minority report will fa- though
William T. Berger, of Artesia, Eddy vor states
is
understood that Soloit
nounced,
rights and will be present- - mon
Luna Is the principal backer of
county, was also appointed a notary d by Holbrooke of Colorado.
the proposition to have tlhe Indians
public.
Twitchell for President.
The entry of
Los Lunas.
Who Pays the Taxes?
Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 29. The com- represent
In Sandoval county, the railroads mlttee on resomtlons 'ot the Eighteen- - the Los Lunas Indians as they will be
are assessed at one third of the total the National Irrigation Congress, late known from now on, will in all probresult in some first class basetaxable assessed valuation. Travel- - last
night, by a substantial majority, ability
ball during the tournament and the
ing Auditor Charles V. Safford has figindications are that the fight for the
ured out the following percentages:
intergtate waters, thu8 eftectuaiiy $1,000 first prize will be a hard one.
Railroads 32.56; grazing lands and
conto
claims
Colorado's
of
.
,
disposing
9a
mnnt
Trinidad, Santa Fe, Albuquerque and
Rio Roswell are the other teams which
lands and improvements 7.62, sheep trol of the upper reaches of the.
ranae ana us trmutanes.
n 4(1 timher lands 5.99. mineral lands
will be in the race'. All of them are
The committee on permanent
cattle 2.04,
2.41,
coming up strong. Trinidad and the
2.97, merchandise
goods, wagons and imple- - ganization took definite action last Indians are very evenly matched.
ments 2.02, horses and mules 1.47, night in deciding to recommend to the Thus far during the season they have
town lots and improvements .95, all congress for president R. E. Twitchell played each other thirteen games, the
other classes of improvements 6.04. of New Mexico and for secretary Ar- - Indians taking seven. The Indians
thur Hooker, incumbent,
make up one of the strongest teams
More Fish for Santa Fe.
were selected this in the west and have played a large
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable who
returned last evening from Raton from morning and at night the committee number of games in Cheyenne, Dena fish distributing trip in Colfax and will settle the contest over the con-- ver, Trinidad, Raton and other places
Mora counties will receive two cans vention city for 1911. Chicago Is still during the season. The club is com- of basis from the United States fish confident, though last night the Call-- posed of fourteen men
car for the Santa Fe reservoir. Mr. fornia delegation is claiming substan-Gabl- e
reports that the bar and people tial gains for l0s Angeles,
of Colfax county are much pleased
Prince
L. Bradford
over the appointment of Hon. Clar- - took active part in the discussions FOURTEEN YEARS
ence J. Roberts to the New Mexico oyer the attribution Qf the waters of
supreme bench.
the Rio Grande..
School Inspection Trip.
Gifford Pinchot, former chief of the OLD COUNTERFEITER
Superintendent of Public Instruction
d gtates toresty
passed
James E. Clark is on a school inspec- h
last n, M en route
tlon trip to southeastern New Mexico, frQm
Ange,es tQ puem0 where
visiting pubhc schools on the way. He he lg scneduled to deliver an aQdresa Uncle Sam Breaks Up Gang
spent yesterday at Vaughn, Guadalupe befQre
and Raids Mining Stock
NatIonal irrigation Con- county- sress.
Brokers
Ne
'
Bad for Arizona.
?"k8 ArrivJf- - of rep-- ;
The new
face
the
g
t
Cq1
pueb,
29In
resentatives have arrived, just in the
k
Roosevelt.g disapproval of the
USED THE MAILSTO DEFRAUD
of time, and are being placed to- MtMaa
.by Oklahoma, the
adopted
day for the constitutional convention. Arlzona constItutIonal convention will
The ha 1 is somewhat crowded by the,ad
a rad,cal tatform acCording to
hundred desks and the delegates will former Governor
Head of Firm Is Arrested and
j0Sy)h H. Klbbey of
not have much elbow room while but
Branch Offices are
little space remains for auditors who, Arjzona
Kibbe l8 a delegate from
Governor
Searched.
will mostly have to be satisfied with ArlBona to
fte lrr,gatl0ll congress.
. seats m t&e gallery.
..The Democrats secured forty-thre- e
win dc in oession oixiy uays.
Sept. 29. A secret
Washington,
out of fifty-twdelegates," said Govis
in
The opinion
gaining ground
ernor Kibbey, who was one of the Re- service agent at Tacoma reported toofficial circles that the constitutional
candidates.
day the capture of a gang of four
convention will be in session most, if publican
n
"The constitution will be built
counterfeiters, one of them a fourteen
not all of the sixty days allowed by
the initiative and referendum, and year old boy. The gang Is the one
the enabling act It is beginning to
wiU'.-ii- e
included.
be apparent that there will be so the recall probably
I do not that has flooded Tacoma wiuh bogus
will
it
mudh
farther
!How
go
many opinions to be reconciled, so
ten dollar gold pieces. Samuel Lewis
Democratic
the
but
delegates
know,
many points to be considered, and so
United
election
of
one of the leaders, was lately paroled
the
favor
elected
much debate over mooted questions,
vote of the from
prison in California, where he
that it will crowd the delegates to States senators by direct
...
people."
served twenty-on- e
finish up in sixty days.
years of a thirty-fiv- e
'
year sentence for arson. The boy
Kibbey was appointed territorial
Mescatero Reservation.
:bV Roosevelt. He served was used to pass bad money.
By order of the President, It Is an- governor
1905 to 1909.
He was for four
Stockbrokers Raided.
from
Indian
nounced that the Mescalero
of the supreme court,
a
Justice
Washington, Sept. 29. Agents of
years
reservation, heretofore under the Jur- and was once attorney general.
the department of Justice at noon toisdiction of the United States land
day raided the office of B. F. Schef-tle-s
will
be transferred
flee at Las Cruces,
and Company in New York City,
SHOWS
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM,
and placed under the control of the
MARVELOUS INCREASE, mining stockbrokers and branches of
land office at Roswell.
theffrm at Boston, Providence, PhilaLighting Up Capitol Grounds.
Washington, Sept. 29. One of the delphia, Chicago, Milwaukee and DeLand Commissioner R. P. Ervien largest increases In population shown troit. The complaint is conspiracy to
and the other two members of the by recent census figures Is that of use the mails to defraud. At the New
capitol custodian board, A. B. Rene-- Birmingham, Ala. Its population Is York office, several were arrested in'1132,685, an increase of 92,270, or 245.4 cluding B. F. Scheftles, head of the
firm.
per cent over 1900.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Muelhausen, Germany, Sept. 29.
Aviator Flochmann, who was injured
yesterday when hw biplane collapsed
at a height of 1,500 feet, died today
without having recovered consciousness.
Big Meet at Rheims.' .
P;ris, S(ept. 29i Freufh. aviation
cracks are turning up for the American meet and the thoroughness of
their preparations denotes a determination to bring back to France the international trophy which Glenn Curtis won at Rheims a year ago. The
team made up of Alfred Le Blanc, Hubert Latham and Leon Morane. Each
person is putting the finishing touches to an especially built monoplane.
Today Le Blanc tried out the new
model equipped with two coupled fifty
horse power engines.
The machine
developed an extraordinary speed.
Latham's new machine has shown a
speed something like seventy miles
per hour.
Chicago, Sept. 29. Brookins stop
ped at Gilman for oil. This precludes his making a record for distance flight as Gilman is but 8i miles
from the center of Chicago and 75
miles from Washington Park the actual starting point of the flight but
will not preclude his winning
the
prize.
" Cheered By 100,000
People.
Chicago, Sept. 29. At 9:23 this
in his
morning, Walter Brookins
Wright biplane "Hawk" started for
Springfield, Illinois, 1S7 miles away,
in an effort to break the long distance
sustained flight record of the country.
One hundred thousand persons mass
ed on Madison avenue and the Lake
Front cheered the air navigator as the
left the ground easily and swept away
like a homing pigeon to the southwest. Brookin's destination is the
state fair grounds at Springfield and
his object is the winning of the Chi
cago Record-Heralprize of ten thou- sand dollars. Half an hour later, a
spectators
special tram crowatrv-nstarted in pursuit of the aviator.
Brokins Resumes His Flight.
Chicago, Sept. 29. Brookins resum
ed his flight at 12.42.
Flylnlg at 2,000 Feet Altitude.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 29. Brookins Is
flying at about two thousand feet high.
The country roads and fields everywhere are dotted with people witness
ing the airplane in flight.
Forty Miles an Hour.
d

Chicago, 111., Sept. 29. The village
of Monee, 34 miles from Chicago, was
passed by Brookins at 10:10. He Is
flying steadily about forty miles an
hour.
Sixty Miles From Chicago.
Chicago 111., Sept. 29. Brookins
passed over Otto, 60 miles from Chicago at 11 o'clock. He is maintaining

an average speed of about thirty-fiv- e
miles per hour, two thousand feet in
the air.
ANOTHER BOXER OUTBREAK
IS THREATENED.
Critical Situation In China Whose Millions of People Are Seething
With Discontent.

29. Advices
Sept.
Washington,
from American officials in the Orient
say that a critical situation exists in
China and that an outbreak islmilar
to the Boxer revolution several years
ago will not surprise close observers
of the recent trend of events.

NEW ENGLAND TOWNS GROW
MORE THAN WESTERN.
29.

Population
statistics as enumerated in the thirteenth census were made public by
the census bureau of the following
cities:
New Bedford, Mass., 96,652, an increase of 34,210 or 54.8 ner cent over
Washington,

Sept.

62,442 in 1900.

Salem, Mass., 43,697, an increase of
per cent over 35,956 In

7,741 or 21.5
1900.

Taunton, Mass., 34,259, an increase
of 3,223 or 10.4 per cent over 31,036
in 1900.
Dubuque, Iowa, 38,494, an Increase
of 2,197 or 6.1 per cent over 36,297
in 1900.
Growth of Other Cities.
Population statistics, as enumerated
for the thirteenth census, were made
public today by the census 'bureau for
the following cities:
Quincy, Mass., 32,642, an Increase of
8,743, or 36.6 per cent over 23,899 in
1900.

Waltham, Mass., 27,834, an Increase
of 4,353, or 18.5 per cent over 23,481
In 1900.

Richmond, Va., 127,628, an increase

of 42,578, or 50.1 per cent over 85,'
050 in 1900.
Springfield, Mo., 35,201, an increase
of 11,934, or 51.3 per cent over 23,267
in '900.
Joplin, Mo., 32,072, an increase of
6,052, or 23.2 per cent over 26,023 in
1900.

Chicago, Sept. 29. Nearly all the
great fortune of George A. Patten, the
millionaire grain operator, who died
last night of tuberculosis at the home
of his brother, James A. Patten, will
is is said, go to public charities, including a large donation for the furtherance of another tuberculosis
camp, which will be located in New
Mexico. Patten's estimated fortune is
$5,000,000. ..
'STRICTLY

BUSINESS" MOTTO
BRINGS 300 MEMBERS.

Civil Engineer John L. Zimmerman
Addressed the Commercial Club
at Albuquerque.
of
Zimmerman formerly
Santa Fe, who platted Santa Fe county, made the principal address before
the meeting of the Albuquerque Commercial Club held last night which
took up the matter of having Bernalillo county surveyed and platted. Mr.
Zimmerman's address told of the conditions in Santa Fe county at the
time the platting was done and pointed out as one chief benefit of such
work that it prevents many land owners from escaping taxation, facilitates
land transfers and assures a correct
classification of the various kinds of
land. Mr. Zimmerman's talk was listened to with close attention and contained much information as to methods and results that will be invaluable
to the club here in the work of surveying Bernalillo county. A committee was appointed to draft a workDising plan for the undertaking.
trict Attorney Klock, consulting engineer J. R. Farwell and others also
addressed the meeting. The "Strictly
Business" platform of the reorganized
club has resulted in a rapid increase
in membership, nearly 300 now being
enrolled.
John
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STRIKERS

Police of Berlin Ordered
Mow Down Men With- out Mercy

toItHas37

Comfort Compell- -

ing Rooms, Finely

Furnished

L.

TODDLED TWENTY
MILES
FROM HIS HOME.
Eight-Year-Ol- d

L. B. PRINCE.
Who Took Active Part in Defending New Mexico's
Rights
of the Hio Grande.

Eby

Foua

After

Fra-- i

tic Search for a Day and a Night
in Grant County.
Tirso Morales, the
eight-year-ol- d

73

ARE

SEVERELY

W6UH0ED

Ugly Phase of Coal Strike That Fine Dining Parlor Opened to
Disturbs Capital of
Seat Fifty-Ski- lled
Chef
in Charge.
Germany
Berlin, Sept. 29. It was officially
reported today that 73 persons were
severely wounded in the conflict between the coal strikers and the police
in the Moablt district last night, when
the police received orders to mow
down the rioters without mercy. Quiet
prevails today.
The police charged
furiously and
beat down the workmen on every side.
In this way they rode through En- dener Strasse and Turin Strasse,
which were blocked with excited
crowds. Traces of the police charges
were left in the dozens of persons lying severely wounded on both side
walks.
A coal wagon
driven by strike
breakers under police protection was
attached and the police replied with
volleys from their revolvers.
Several thousands marched in procession thrnuoh the little Tlergarten,
f'.r'ying a red flag. The police dashed
at full gallop among the paraders,
cutting down and galloping over them.
It is estimated that at this place
alone, more than a hundred were severely wounded.
with
The hospitals are crowded
those who were injured here, but most
ot the victims who dropped before the
blows of the police went to their
homes or to other places of refuge In
order to prevent arrest and certain
punishment.
The poace were greeted everywhere
This
with shouts of "Bloodhounds."
only served to incense them and they
charged repeatedly. Lively skirmishes
continued far into the night, but at
midnight comparative quiet prevailed.
Six battalions of infantry were held
throughout the night under arms in
readiness for a sortie.

son of Mr. and Mrs. Matilda Morales,
of Tyrone, Grant county, mysteriously
disappeared in the vicinity of that
mining camp about eight o'clock Wednesday morning. As soon as it became known that the boy was miss
ing, a searching party of forty citizens
was formed and searched the camps,
gulches and surrounding mountainous
It was
country ior the lost child.
feared that the child met death either
by falling into some mining shaft, or
by wandering into the mountains
nearby, or had been killed by some
wild animal or perished from expos
ure.
The lost child was found at noon
today at a point about 20 miles west
of that place. He was found by one
SLATE FIXED BY THEOof the searching party, who was ridDORE ROOSEVELT WINS.
of
Aside
horse.
a
being
fatigued
ing
lack
and
and haggered from exposure
Proof food, the little fellow appeared to Old Guard Is Badly Whipped By
gressives and Nationalists in
be all right. He was placed on his
State Convention.
rescuer's horse and brought to Tyrone.
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 29. The republican state convention last evening made Henry L. Stimson of New
York its candidate for governor.
FIGHT ON IN
The nomination of Mr. Stimson was
one more victory for Colonel Roosevelt, who personally led the fight for
MINING
the nomination of his candidate, com
pleting the unbroken series of triumphs from the moment the conven
Resolutions Offered Favor-in- g tion was called to order yesterday
until Its final adjournment.
State Control as Against
The rest of the ticket follows:
Edward
New Nationalism
For lieutenant governor,
Schoeneck.
For secretary of state, Samuel S.
BOTH SIDES ARE DETERMINED Koenig
James
state
For
comptroller,
Thompson.
Committee Reports Favorably For state treasurer, Thomas F.
Fennell.
Proposed Action Against
For state engineer, Frank M. WilWadCatters
liams
For attorney general, Edward R.
Los Angeles, Sept. 29. The prob O'Malley
For associate Justice of the court of
lem created by the state versus the
national government to control water appeals, Irving G. Vann
power sites which is exciting the Na
The vote for governor follows:
tional Irrigation Congress at Pueblo,
Henry L. Stimson 684; William S.
Colorado, came before the resolutions
committee of the American Mining Bennett of New York, 242; Thomas B.
de Dunn, of Rochester, 38; James B.
Coneress today in a resolution
manding that state control be recog McEwan of 'Albany 28; .scattering
nized, and that laws be passed forth 23.
with which will enable the leasing of
of CASE AGAINST GOVERNOR
the sites and the development
HASKELL COLLAPSES.
power. The revenues from such leases are to be devoted to tlhe protec
tion of water sheds from forest fires Government Unable to Prove That
Executive and Confederates DeD. L. Foster of Colorado presented
frauded Uncle Sam.
the resolution. It calls for sixty year
leases of water power sites and draws
McAllister, Okla., Sept. 29. The
the power essential to further development of mining interests. The res- trial of Governor C. N. Haskell in
olution Is likely to cause an interest- the Muskogee town lot fraud cases
came suddenly to an end today when
ing position either in committee or on
the floor of the congress, as state con- the government announced that un
trol has warm friends and strong ene- der the restrictions laid down by the
mies. The resolutions committee re- court it is unable to make out a case
ported favorably on the plan to elim- against Haskell or any of his
inate the "Wild Catter."
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STEAM AND ELECTRIC1TYTHERE

It is the Montezuma.
That is the name of the new hotel
which opens its doors Saturday to
the public, especially the commercial
traveling public. All that science, art
and money Judicously used to give
comfort will be found in the Montezuma, old in name, but thoroughly in the
twentieth century as far as modern
equipment is concerned. In every
room one finds electric light at night
and sunshine during the day; an indi
vidual telephone for use n'ght or day.
and steam heat to keep one warm in
the winter months, and fine big windows to let in the summer breezes to
fan one when the mercury climbs
above 80. Some of the rooms
baths attached, and some of
the rooms are en suite.
All of the rooms look, sweet, and
have-privat-

coitn- mostly
Mission style, beautiful bedstead", car
pets free from dust, and snow white
bed linen, these alone would make
the rooms attractive to the man who
V;

has spent the day battling with dust
and cinders on the train.
Coming down stairs one finds a neat
office, with polished floor and spac
ious desks to write letters and nearby is a parlor with a piano for the
musically

inclined.

It

is so placed

that those not musically inclined will
be free from annoyance.
The Dining Room.
The inner man has also been looked
after at the Montezuma. There Is a
brightly lighted by day and brilliantly illuminated by night dining room
to seat four dozen people at neat little tables "a quatre". This is an attractive room and if there is anything
in the theory that one should be in
pleasant surroundings while dining to
produce the proper digestive secretions, there will be no occasion for
dyspepsia here.
Moreover, the managers of the
hotel, Mr. and Mrs. Doran, who have
had wide experience In running hotels
in Clovis, have procured a chef who is
said to be a culinary artist.
The chef is well provided with as
sistants and also assistance in the way
of big refrigerators, large kitchen and
range to match, pantries and .so forth.
Table board may be had by
though the hotel will be
devoted mostly to the comfort of
traveling men.
The Montezuma is a fall "creation"
and one that ought to be welcomed in
Santa Fe.
WOULD BE HARD
BLOW FOR THIS CITY.
Report From Raton That Santa Fe
Will Build into Taos May Buy
Rocky Mountain Road.
Raton, N. M., Sept. 29. President
Ripley and Vice President Hodges of
the Santa Fe road were here in conference with J. Van Houten, vice
president of the St. Louis & Rocky
Mountain road, and other officials. According to a persistent rumor, apparently well founded, a deal is on for
the purchase of the Rocky Mountain
line by the Santa Fe.
The officials left for Taos valley by
auto, it is rumored, to look over the
ground with view of an extension
of the Rocky Mountain road from its
present terminus at Cimarron, N. M.,
to the rich Taos region, now without
an outlet. It has long been rumored
that the Rocky Mountain road desires
to sell. The Santa Fe needs coal
lands.

First Snow of Season The first
snow of the season was seen yesterday. It covered Mt. Baldy and the
Lake Peaks northeast of the city.
The sight was one which greatly inter-

ested the sightseers in the city for to
add to the magnificence of the "first
snow storm" there was an accompaniment of thunder and lightning.
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Old Wheat

111

Imperial
Jersey Cream

EUROPE

Financial Institutions in Germany, England and France

Bobolink

CAREFULLY COMPILED FIGURES

Gold Holdings of Bank of France
Exceed Three Billion

AR1ETY FRESH YEAST

Also

Franks.
WE

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS!
ALL

WITH

PURCHASES

CASH

29.

Washington, Sept.
for Great
Britain,

"Statistics

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

No. 40

Talaphona

Bres-laue-

r,

Bank-Archi-

$BR!mssammMMmamm
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I

CALL ABU SEE FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OK
V

etches. Clocks

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated iUhina. Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

IN DRY GOODS

at Albuquerque
Their
yesterday.
transportation read only to Albuquerque. They spent the night on the
streets.
Committed to Insane Asylum Robert McCrillis was committed to the
territorial asylum for the insane at
Las Vegas by Judge Ira A. Abbott
at Albuquerque.
At Socorro, Judge
M. C. Mechem committed to the Insane asylum a man named Ortiz,
charged with assault to kill.
Three Convicted at Socorro On a
charge of stealing four hundred sheep
from Max. Montoya, Wesley Burrus,
Lem Payne and Ben Satterwhlte were
convicted at Socorro, in district court
at Socorro. The sheep were alleged
t0 nave Deen driven from the range at
Ro8edale, The grand jury has return- 6
'
'.
lf"5C ed 36 true bills and 13 ao true bills. '
banks, the land credit institutions
the savings banks, and the
BOSTON BUSINESS MEN WILL
credit societies.
INVEST IN LONE STAR STATE.
The last part of the volume, deal
ing with the French statistics, is, like
the German, divided into three parts,
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 29. Aneach covering for France the same nouncement is made by the secretary
general material as in the case of of the Boston Chamber of Commerce
Germany.
that early iu November a special train
bringing about 75 of the leading business men of Boston will visit San An
tonio and the San Antonio country. It
nmiv omwn un
i lie uhili nuunu ur.
is understood that the Boston bus",
ness men are planning a new steamship line to Aransas Pass, the new
"SEVENTY-SIX.- "
port for San Antonio, and this trip is
(By William Cullen Bryant.
to cultivate closer business
Wnat heroes
rom the woodland planned
New
and social relations between
sprung,
and Texas.
England
When, through the
land,
The Gratitude of Elderly people
The thrilling cry of Freedom rung,
Goes out to whatever helps giv
And to the work oi warfare strung
them ease, comfort and strength. FoThe yeoman's iron hand!
ley Kidney Pills cure kidney and bladder diseases promptly, and give comHills flung the cry to hills around,
fort and relief to elderly people. The
And ocean-mar- t
replied to mart,
Capital Pharmacy.
And streams, whose springs were yet

i
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TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER '

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
.Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL Hlll
DH U

PHONE
BLACK

A

1Q
1 73
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A"i(i. CANON

road:

MULLIGAN & RISING
i

130

DAUoViaT
PICTURE

FRAMING

IOC

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

FOR HALF A CE1TURY THE
LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE IN THE CITY.

36

P. O. BOX 219

HIGHEST GRADE TOOLS

CARPENTERS or BUILDERS.

SATISFACTORILY

ri Ite&gmr

wht in

SHOP

SHOE

PEUIAL LADKQRY

PALACE

AVE

DONE.

WOOD'S

n

LINE

A good workman uses
good tools. Good tools cost no more than
"
poor tools. With the best tools neither workman nor tools lose the
temper. The tools we sell are sharp and remain sharp. While our
tools are even tempered, our prices are right No sharp practice
used by us, only to plane down the price.
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We have it.

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
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Baggies and Saddle Horses
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Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.
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ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
--

As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract-- Do
you(kBo
you ha ve an absolute! title to.'; the property which

tiuo
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THE

SJNIll FE ABSTRACT

Kealty

nether
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Santa Fe, N,
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Tfl Black
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OUR NEW FITCH

TREATMENT
guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Diadruif, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete Mne of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

76

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

&

FITCH

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. THONB RED 122.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine
Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'PhQne 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

Bm Caspar Avenot

iiilion
fnr the rlnntnr
UUUIUI IV HUH
iui

is to compound scientifically
the medicine your doctor or- ders. And we are the best fitted through education, ex.
perience, and facility, to do his b'ddind.

Our Business

Insn-"an-

Agency

Catron Block

iiiu
j vviiu
there is sickness in the house?

he is tne one who, through study and
training, is best fitted to treat the illness
THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

Because
successfully.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

coid-'I1"-

tin...
?
faith in Its curative powers that they
,L'cnse8
one hundred
offer One Hundred Dollars for
case that it falls to cure. Send for'lssued by Deputy Game Waraen Ed-li'
ward Enle at Las Cruces, but few to
of testimonials.
E1. Paso nimrods, some of whom will
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo,' O. De arrested for violataing the law.
Fifteen Laborers Stranded Fifteen
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl-- ! laborers shipped by a Denver employ-pation- .
ment office to Arizona, were stranded
nrnrb

r,T

azs. F.vleti

Telephone

i9

twice this month and Tuesday morndisease. ing the
temperature was down to 6 is

rZtrZZ

!!!!!!

-

first

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern-- !
f.
Arrested
for Stealing Ride Per- ally, acting directly upon the blood fecto
was given ten days in
Silva
and
surfaces of the system,
Jail at Albuquerque
yesterday for
a V
S
?, f stealing a ride. O. E. Williamson
dUpa,f
S, !.ni
a similar sentence for vagran- was
tion and assisting nature in doing its cy and Clifford Johnson, a youth
held for further examination.
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Grain, Potatoes,

HACK SERVICE

Na1?

Steam Coal.

y

4

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

arjfl

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliBg,

dur-jqu- e

International Stock Food

Salt

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

r,

SOLE AGENTS

Fir,

TO

';

Wood

j

Hay,

FOB. 1

NiCK YANNI'S

For Best Lauiidry Work

Funeral Directors &
LicBnsed Embalmers

i

PHONE

tut

d

f

asm

half-sole-

V111CW

SANTA FE, N, M,

El

d

MANUFACTURER

OF WORK

MAKE YOUR
SELECTION NOW.

'

..

EVERY DESCRIPTION

OUR FALL & WINTER GOODS are
now arriving; Mens, Women and Child-ren- s
Sweaters Newest Styles. A New
line of Trousers and Neck'ies all the
latest novelities. Mens & Boys Harvard
Suits Latest Styles.
A Swell lias of
Mens Kenyon Overcoats anj Raincoats
just received.

r:,

e

nf7
iJIL.

Incorporated 1903

WE ARE THE LEADERS

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Slcken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.
929

note-issuin- g

"

Goods.

29, 1910.

SELIGMAINBR0SC0.

"I have used your valuable Cascarets
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do
without them. I have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am now completely cured. Recommend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without them in the
family." Edward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y.

-
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Established 1856.

and
Germany
is the title of a
France,
large volume just issued by the NaThis
Commission.
tional Monetary
great collection of economic and financial data was prepared for the Commission by Sir R. H. Inglis Palgrave,
F. R. S., the veteran authority on
British banking; F. W. Hirst, editor
of the London Economist; B.
editor of the German
Robert Franz, editor of the
Albert Aupe-ti- l,
Deutsche Oekonomist;
head of the statistical bureau of
the Bank of France; and M. Lefevre.
head of the statistical bureau of the
Credit Lyonnais.
The volume is divided into three
parts statistics for Great Britain,
for Germany, and for France tables
being given in each part to show the
operations of the leading banks, the
money supply, rates of discount, and
foreign exchange in the respective
the
countries.
showing
Figures
growth of population, trade, and pub-lie revenues will be found as well in
the volume. The compilation represents an immense amount of painstaking labor on the part of the editors,
a
ask which was all the harder beof any suchj
cause of the
officer as the comptroller of the cur-)ieiic l" auy oi inese cuuiiutes, lu.
whom the compilers might turn for
assistance. Sir R. H. Inglis Palgrave
devoted a large part of a year to the
tabulation and summarization for the
commission of the mass of figures
showing the record of the Bank of
England from 1844 to the present time.
The staff of the London Economist also rendered great assistance to the
commission in collecting a more comunfound,
plete record of English banking than
has ever been published before in Pealed far away the startling sound
Into the forest's heart.
England.
Statistics for Germany were collected through the aid of Robert Franz, Then marched the brave from rocky
steep.
editor of the Deutsche Oekonomist,
swift and cold;
and B. Breslauer, editor of the Bank- - From mountain-rive- r
rchiv. In obtaining the material on The borders of the stormy deep.
103 Palace Avenue.
banking it was necessary to collect The vales where gathered waters
directly from the individual insti
sleep,
a
Men's
(nailed) - - 75c
tutions. As a result of the
Sent up the strong and bold.
Ladies' half soles - - - - 50c
of these journals the commission
50c
Kubber heels
fortunate in being able to publish As if the very earth again
more complete statistics of German Grew
quick with God's creating
FIRST CLASS WORK
banking than have ever been publish- GUARANTEED.
,
breath,
d in- OArnionv.
Ami nimi tw n(1 q nf grova and glen,
The part dealing with French sta Rose ranks of
men
tistics was edited by Albert Aupetit
To battle to the death.
and M. Lefevre, heads of the statis
tical bureaus of tlhe 'Bank of France The wife whose babe first smiled that
t
and the Credit Lyonnais, respective
day,
Both of these banks maintain
The fair young bride of yestereve
very extensive departments simply for And
aged sire and matron gray,
the colection of statistics. The Credit
Saw the loved warriors haste away,
finds
constant
Lyonnais
employment
basket leaves'Monciay Tuesday
And deemed it sin to grieve.
for 70 or 80 clerks in this work alone.
Returns Thursday and Friday.
British statistics are divided into
four parts. Part I is devoted to sta- Already had the strife begun;
AGENCY
at O. K. Barber Shop
tistics illustrating the growth of pop- - Already blood on Concord's plain,
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
u.ation, wealth, business, and com- Along the springing grass had run,
merce, this part preparing the way for And blood had flowed at Lexington,
Phone No. 23 Red
Like brooks of April rain.
the consideration of banking developments in Great Britain.
on the vernal sward
Detailed statements of the joint That death-staiHACK
i
stock and other banks are given in Hallowed to Freedom all the shore
Part II of the British figures. The In fragments fell the yoke abhorred
From
market discount and deposite rates The footstep of a foreign lard
BARRANCA
TAOS
no
more.
soil
Profane our
may be followed week by week for tlie
twenty year period 1889 to 1908. The
Meets Both North South
Urbano
discount rates are, on the whole,
Boy Dies of Appendicitis
Bounds Trains.
steady. The influence of the panic of Sanchez, aged 13. died yesterday at
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
1907 is shown in the rise of the rate Albuquerque of appendicitis.
on sixty-dabills to 7 per cent fori Marriage Licenses Issued A mar- - the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
the third week in November of that ' riage license was issued at Albuquer-yeaTen miles shorter than any other
the highest point reached
to Harvey Mendenhall and Lizzie
way. Good covered hack and good
ing the twenty years. From that Smith.
point the rate gradually fell to 11-Miner Killed Levi Turner, a miner,! teams.
the following June. The rate on call was KUiea in a mine acciaeni ioaay ai
Auatto M.ic
Ezz9zy.
money varies more tlhan the discount Yankee, N. M. Relatives at uotnen- - song-.csmfoitau..
rates, but at no time has it risen above berg, Neb., and Bisbee, Ariz., werel
61-per cent, the point reached dur- notified. Turner met death by being
ing the recent crisis. The rate of in- buried under 15 tons of rock at the
terest allowed by banks on deposits is
Coal mine
variable not fixed the year around entrance of the Yankee
near Raton.
Santa Fe Telegraph
Operator Ar-$100 REWARD. $100.
rested W. E. Barrett, a Santa Fe
readers of this paper will be egraph operator, was arrested at
d
to learn that there Is at least querque
For
year the only
with forgcharged
yesterday
one dreaded disease that science has
class
tonsorial parlor
a
ing
pass,
telegraph
been able to cure in all its stages,
!
l9 much
Coid
La8 Ve
Fe.
Santa
in
S
CTrt- HaU Catarrh er at La, Vegas already than at
1867-1909-

inter Grocery Co.
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Hold Big Reserves

Pansy

as it is in the United States but
rising and falling in the long run as
the discount rate rises and falls. It
is generally from 1 to 2 per cent below the discount rate. Thus, with the
discount rate around 6 per cent In
the last two months of 1907 the allowance on deposits stood at 4 per
cent. One year later the discount
rate stood at about 2
per cent, the
deposit allowance being fixed at 1
per cent.
Part III of the British statistics covers data concerning
gold
money,
movements and rates of exchange.
The monthly figures of the exports
and imports of gold are given for the
years 1888 to 1908. In only two of
these years have the exports of gold
for the year exceeded the imports
1896 and 1908. The exports and imports of gold for November 1907, were
by far the largest for any month of
the period.
German statistics are presented in
the same detail as those of Great
Britain.
They are given in three
parts: Part I illustrating tihe growth
of population, wealth, business and
commerce; Part II giving statistics
for banks and banking; and Part III
containing statistics of money, gold
supply, gold movements, and foreign
Besides the statistics of
exchange.
the Reichsbank and other
as
banks, Part II gives individual
well as consolidated statements of
all the joint stock banks, the colonial

M
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ZOOK'S PHARMACY
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THE CONSTITUTION

MDJpi

be bandied so a? to bring in a perma
nent and ever growing income to our
A constitutional provision
schools.
to this end would in the Interest of a
permanent policy which we consider
very necessary to its most successful

TTT- Pale-Face-

New Mexico Military Institute

Women

d

.

'

.

f

,:

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

3
!

a

"The West Point of the Southwest."

You ladies, who have pale faces, sallow complexions,
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
manipulation.
circles
worn-o- ut
dark
under
drawn
and
features
eyes,
tired,
Army
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
The following provision has been
expressions, you need a tonic.
"A."
"All lands granted for the
suggested:
The tonic you need is Cardui, the woman's tonic.
this office.
What Provisions Should Fun- promotion or maintenance of educaThrough Academic courae, preparing young
It is the best tonic for women, because its ingredients
shall
of
New
Mexico
the
state
is
tion
men for college or for business life. Great
New
of
Law
damental
modern
FOR RENT Six room
are specifically adapted for women's needs. They act on
never be sold, except such as are actamount of opon air work. Healthiest location
brick cottage. Apply O. C. Watson &
Mexico Contain?
the womanly organs and help to give needed strength and
ually needed for cemetery purposes,
of any Military School In the Union, located
Co.
vitality to the worn-o- ut
right of way for irrigation ditches,
womanly frame.
on
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
-railroads and for similar public purCardui is a vegetable medicine. It contains no min-'
of the West (.1 an e'evatlon of 1,700
spot
FOR RENT Furnished room, bath, OUTLINE
M. LIGHT poses. These lands may be leased
erals, no iron, no potassium, no lime, no glycerin, no danfeet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
electric lights and steam heat. Adhabit-formifor a ti rm of years, according to regugerous, or
drugs "of any kind
luie rain or snow during session.
lations that have been or may be esdress "400," care New Mexican.
It is perfectly harmless and safe, for young and old to use.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduThe
the
Be
tablished
Should
by
legislature.
That
Suggestions
eastern colleges. Ten
ates from stardard
shall
be
lands
rates
the
fe;
leasing
TYPEWRITERS
Carefully Considered by the
furnished,
five
heated, light
revision
least
at
io
every
thoroughly
bulldlDgs,
subject
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Delegates.
ed and modern lr all respects.
years."
If an educational qualification is to
platents furnished. Ribbons and
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
Typewriters sold, exchanged
A state constitution should perform be imposed upon the electors of the
G, Hamilton, Vice President.; J. Phelps White.
educational
and rented. Standard makes handled. two great functions: It should be ex- state then a compulsory
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secresary, and W
43
J
All repair work and typewriters guar- pressive of the public will at the time provision should form a fourth secA
Flnlay
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- of its adoption and a means through tion. But it would be unwise to proFor particulars anl lllusiratod eatalcgct
change. Phone Black 231.
which the public will may be exer hibit religion from being taught in our
address.
"After my doctor had done all he said he could for me,
cised. To exercise this latter func- public schools as some have suggestCOL. JAS. W. WILL8QN.
Wm.
Mrs.
a
matter
of
been
ed.
writes
is
that
has
This
amend"I
Cartook
Hilliard,
of
Notice for Publication.
Mountainburg,
Ark.,
should
be
tion well it
easy
Superintendent
our
time.
all
all
on
That
for
of
pubthe
advice
settled
a
machinit
friend, and
(013846)
dui,
ment and provide the proper
helped me so much.
are to be secular end eth
"Before taking Cardui, I had suffered from female
Coal Jemez Forest.
ery of government to make legislative lic schools
ical rather than religious is taken for
Small Holding Claim No. 4423.
troubles for five years, but since taking it, I am in good health.
enactments the most effective.
Once it might have been
"I think there is some of the best advice in your book
Department of the Interior,
Back of these constitutional func- granted.
United States Land Office.
I ever saw." Your druggist sells Cardui. Try
of the necessary to write such a prohibitory
that
tions are the
powers
but not at the present time.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
state itself. These powers are of two clause
Write to: Ladies'
Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tena,
folhas
Public
line
been
this
the
opinion along
Notice is hereby given that
The
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
lor Special Instructions. an6
classes essential and optional.
book. "Home Treatment lor Women." tent Iree.
lowing named claimant has filed no- ancient state existed without any ed- crystalized into an unwritten law.
Special automobiles furnished to acsengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
tice of his intention to make final ucational provision for its citizenship more potent than any that now could
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
proof in support of his claim under whatever, and many of our modern be expressed.
C. M. LIGHT.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of forms of government regard education
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
of the Committee on Legis- "I
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as as
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tortint rations wore short at Camp Atas- - Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
GOT DRUNK;"
an optional power. But in Chairman
merely
M.
lation
of the X.
Educational
amended by the act of February 21, a democratic republic like our own
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comREST FOLLOWED. eadero saying that the rations were
THE
Association.
1893 (27 Stats, 470), and that said where
ainp!e and that the Roswell boys had In Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Roe-weits very existence depends upLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
proof will be made before Juan C. on the enlightment of the whole peoAuto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
Incident in Life of Harry Shel more than they wanted to eat. The
Pitiful
Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, ple it must be regarded as an essenofficers say that any complaint of this In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate fo
don Suspected of Having Held Up
Celso
1910.
viz.:
N M., on October 29,
Itind can be based only on the inex
We are
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
tial element of government.
Train In Denver Yards.
Sandoval, of Cuba, N. M., for the therefore of the opinion that great
of the individual soldier in each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
perience
claim 4423, in sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 care should be exercised in writing
The Editor of the New Mexican.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 29. "If they conserving his rations.
N.. R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
the educational sections of our new
Dear Sir While it is contrary to would only give me a gun I would end
He names the following witnesses! constitution.
Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Shoop's
I would rather be in a pine
my usual practice to permit myself to it all.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
com
a
controshould
.for
know
it
box
Headache, womanly pains, any sito
That
dear
mother
have
stop
than
into
a
.provide
my
be
drawn
newspaper
for tlhe claim 4309 in tice of his intention to make final
possession of said tract for twenty
educational system is of first versy concerning any case in court that I was in trouble again. I was on pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure. Sec. Martinez,
7, T. 20 N., R. 1 W, N. M. P. M. proof in support of his claim under
years next preceding the survey of plete
educational
A
on
25c
I
box.
Formula
Ask
the
I
I
complete
your
importance.
(have had connection,
with which
my way home when
got drunk and
the township, viz.:
He names the following witnesses sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
of schools am compelled to express my disap- mixed with evil companions.
They druggist or doctor about this formula to prove his actual continuous
A. Eichwald, Cristobal Casados, Lu- system consists of a series
ad 3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
to
univerthe
it's fine. Sold by The Capital Phar verse
proval of the article in yesterday's is- suggested the train robbery idea."
ciano Gonzales, Euseblo Trujillo, all from the kindergarten
of said tract for by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
possession
insity together with such specialized
sue entitled "Guilty of Embezzlement"
of Cuba, N. M.
With tears streaming down his face, macy.
twenty years next preceding the sur- Stats., 470). and that said proof will
stitutions as will meet the educational in respect to the case of the Terribe made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
vey of the township, viz:
Any person who desires to protest needs of the
arrested Monday night
Sheldon,
Harry
varied
the
and
Notice
for Publication.
tory of New Mexico vs. Otto J. Eyles. on suspicion of being implicated in a
J. J. Salazar, Ellas Sanchez, E. A. S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M, on Ocagainst the allowance of said proof, or interests of thesystem
whole.
as
a
people
(013807)
That article contains so much personwho knows of any substantial reason
Miera, Apolonio Martinez, all of Cuba, tober 24, 1910, viz: Jose R. Montrain holdup in the Denver
Coal Jemez Forest.
be ality that it appears to have been in- proposed
Second.
N. M.
Every child should
toya, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
under the laws and regulations of the
made
a
statement
above
in
the
yards,
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
Interior Department why such proof granted equal school facilities. This spired by private venom, spite or a cell at the city jail last night.
who desires to protest 4352, In Sees. 28 and 29. T. 21 N.,
Any
person
no
of
I
the
see
can
to
retaliate.
Interior,
Department
1
should not be allowed will be given an general object being guaranteed by disposition
against the allowance of said proof, R. W., N. M. P. M.
Faithfully guarding him through the
United States Land Office.
the constitution, the legislative as- reason why my personality should
He names the following witnesses
rea-roor
of
who
substantial
knows
opportunity at the
any
see
Sheldon
to
did
not
at
that
inght
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
e
the sembly can be trusted to work out its have been brought into the Issue un- tempt
time and place to
under the laws and regulations of to prove his actual continuous adArthur Ricard,
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
witnesses of said claimant, and to or-- details by appropriate enactment. ess it be because I "sarcastically in charged with highway robbery and a
Interior Department why such verse possession of said tract for
the
man did
lowing named claimant has filed nofei evidence in rebuttal of that sub This would necessitate many import sinuated that the newspaper
should not be allowed will be twenty years next preceding the surproof
of
a
cellmate
to
his
Sheldon,
tice
of
final
intention
kept
weary
school
make
ant changes in our present
not even know the charge on which
viz:
d vey of the township,
an opportunity at the
mitted by claimant.
given
In
in
In
awkward
his
the
tank.
but
proof
support of his claim under
system. It would necessarily abolish the defendant was in court," but even vigil
J. J. Salazar, Dionlcio McCoy,
e
to
and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
time
j,lace
the independent school district which such insinuation, which it is not de- sincere way( Ricard tried to comfort sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Romero, Ciriaco C. de Baca, all
the witnesses of said claimRegister.
of our nied, related to a fact, seems, in my Sheldon, but the latter refused to be 3. 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
is responsible for so many
in rebuttal of Cuba, N. M.
to
evidence
offer
ant,
and
educational inequalities, and opinion, not to authorize the ascer-bit- advised or comforted. Wrapped in a by the act o February 21, 1893 (27 f that
Any person who desires to protest
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to make final
intention
tice
his
and
of
lhas
time
said
been
what
peat
Globe
years
that
take
to
twenty
"The Daily
of all, it is going
predicts
claim under
A
of
his
months.
in
few
semi-arithe
last
support
proof
again
difduring
Hunt and Winsor will bury their
to get the settlers on the
is to decide upon a frame ferences when the crucial moment ar- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
lands and to train them to success community
Meanwhile, of government to guide its course. rives and unite to defeat Ellinwood 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
from the new methods.
Freed from the controlling hand of
the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
their common enemy.
the deficiency is on the increase. In
must
maiked
a
have
said proof will be made
it
path
Congress,
semi-ariThe constitutional convention prom- 470), and that
the second place, not all the
out to follow.
In the enabling act,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. ct.
I
could
as
for
a
As
far
to
be
land.
ises
area is wheat
political graveyard
Congress placed many requirements
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
gather, only about 50,000,000 acres are which must be contained in the con- some of the leading Democrats of the 1910, viz: Marcelino Salazar, of Cuba,
Now dry fanning pre- stitution
so classified.
and to that extent meant to territory. There have been several N. M., for the claim 1922 in Sec. 21, T.
supposes that you cultivate only half insure a safe beginning. But we are interments in the plot already."
21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
your farm each year. That is why dry supposed in addition to exercise our
names the following witnesses
320
over the to He
Before getting excited
land homesteads are placed at
own wisdom in making further prohis actual continuous adverse
prove
acres when other homesteads are 100. visions. What shall those provisions questions that confront the constitu possession of said tract for twenty
rememto
farm
well
is
plowed
tional convention, it
be?
You must keep half the
years next preceding the survey of
"Considering the various questions ber that human nature averages the the township, viz:
up each summer to prepare a storage
bed for the winter rains. The prin- which concern a state there are two same throughout the country; that
Tranquilino Romero, Dionicio Mc
ciple of dry farming is to store water divisions or classes of each: First, the prosperity and happiness can. not be Coy, Ciriaco C. de Baca, Reyes Ledes
of
fundamental
provisions which must legislated into existence, that people ma. all of Cuba. N. M.
in an eight or ten inch blanket
upper be in the constitution; second, the lead about the same kind of lives
finely pulverized,
Any person who desires to protest
as- in states
having the
dust instead of a reservoir. Next year provisions which tne legislative
the allowance of said proof, or
devise to carry out the kind of a constitution as they do in against
who knows of any substantial reason
you will grow your crop from that sembly may
constifundamental
provisions of the
states having all the new fangled in- under the laws and regulations of the
stored moisture; but your system cuts
Difference of opinion arises novations.
This is not to minimize Interior Department why such proof
the area in half for growing purposes; tution.
the dry as to how much of the second class the work of the constitutional conven- should not be allowed will be given an
and for wheat production,
down to 25,000,009 can be safely left tothe legislature tion hut tn induce neonl to discuss ppportunlty at ' the
d
Hence many are in "favor
e
the "problems, the Issued, the actions time and place- to
the
acres. While exfceTtr iike CSapbett" of
ina
the
constitution
making
long
of that body with calmness and free witnesses of said claimant, and to ofof Nebraska, who developed the sys- strument with detailed and
specific
tem, get big averages, the general dry- instructions wfiile others hold stead- from prejudice and passion. The New fer evidence in rebuttal of that subland farmer does not get big aver- fastly the view that a constitution is Mexican does not like the attitude of mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ages. Low averages for 25,000,000 only a "frame of government."
We the Socialists in Chaves county or of
acres will not supply the billion-bushe- l
Register.
have, therefore, as might be expected the insurgents in Dona Ana county,
world deficinecy."
constitutions of different kinds among who declare that "unless the constiBut there is a solution and that is the
states of our great tution contains, what we, the small
Notice for Publication.
scientific farming. It is demonstrated country.
Massachusetts, Illinois, and minority, demand, then we will vote
(013768.)
acre
Idaho have comparatively few provi- against it." Such attitude is not only
that the average wheat yield per
Coal Jemez Forest.
but it is
in the United States can be increased sions, while California and Colorado unpatriotic,
Small Holding Claim No. 5374.
threefold It took England forty years have many. Strange that under all foolish and absurd.
of the Interior,
Department
eleven
from
these
constitutions fairly successful
to bring its average yield
Land Office,
States
United
Ger
school systems are maintained.
But
bushels per acre; in
The west will side with President
to thirty-fou- r
N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Santa
Fe,
many improved methods have raised such is the case; due perhaps to the Taft in advocating state control of
Notice is hereby given that the follothe yield in eighty years from eigh- very general feeling that education natural resources rather than with wing-named
claimant h&j filed nobushels of wheat per must be well provided for either by Roosevelt advocating National doml-- : tice of his Intention to make final
teen to forty-fivor
constitutional
provisions
legisla nance in conservation.
acre. America does these things more
proof in support of his claim under
a tive enactment or both.
Adams at the Irrigation Congress at sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
quickly and with wheat at a dollar
"In
the
letters
will
concerning
possible
bushel and more, the farmer
Pueblo, gave the right retort to the A, 1891 (20 Stats., 854), as amended by
educational provisions sent up and
of California
accusation
do well to spare no effort to increase
delegates the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
in
discovissue
this
is
there
published
California could not be trusted 470), and that said proof will be made
that
his wheat yield.
same
ered the
variance of
Here Is New Mexico's opportunity. and convictions. Our aim in opinio'ns to take care of its own resources on before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
publishIt has half a million acres under irri- ing extracts from these letters is to account of the corruption by big pow- Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29,
to
,
made
be
can
forty
yield
gation that
furnish ideas. Let us think these er companies, when he said: "Cali- 1910, viz: Ambrocio Segura, of Senori-to5374 in SE.
fornia being too corrupt and unable to
bushels of wheat per acre or a total things over
for
N.
claim
the
M.,
with
one
carefully
thing
NW.
of twenty million bushels. It has two constantly in view the best welfare manage its own affaii s, should not ask
SW.
NE
NW.
of Sec. 22, T.
million acres of dry farms that can be of the people of New Mexico."
that other states which can manage SE
NE.
SW.
their own business affairs, shall sub- 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
made to yield twenty bushels of
He names the following witnesses
mit to the continuance of federal condurum wheat per acre or forty million
NOT A NEW THING.
bushels. It has in reserve many more
The clause in tihe enabling act trol." The federal government has tc prove his actual continuous adverse
millions of acres that could be brought which provides that Congress and the not made a brilliant success of con- possession of said tract for twenty
under cultivation in due season so President should review the constitu- serving the natural resources of the years next preceding the survey of
that the wheat yield could be increas- tions adopted by New Mexico and country and it was never intended by the township, viz:
Noberto Garcia, Cuba, N. M.; Flavio
ed to one hundred million bushels a Arizona, is not an innovation, nor are the Fathers of tne Republic that it
year. This is not the work of a day the conditions which the enabling act should meddle into subjects that con- de La O, Dionicio Lucero, Jose de
Jesus Archibeque, all of Senorlto, N.
or of a year, but the present genera- prescribes. In fact, the constitution cern only the states as such.
M.
tion will see this result accomplished. of the United States makes it the duty
of wheat of Congress to see to it that each new
In Roosevelt county, the Socialists
Any person, who desires to protest
The average consumption
has reached seven bushels per capita, state is provided with a republican came wiUhin 101 votes of electing a against the allowance of said proof, or
which means that New Mexico needs constitution and that means a repre- delegate to the constitutional conven- who knows of any substantial reason
about two and a half million bushels sentative form of government. Such tion, and in six counties they cast under the laws and regulations of the
for home consumption, while the re- restrictions and review as are provid- from over a hundred to 332 votes. Al- Interior Department why such proof
inthough they had tickets up in only ten should not be allowed will be given an
maining wheat could supply Colorado, ed for, aiave a most wholesome
d
es- of the twenty-sicounties they cast opportunity at the
Arizona, Wyoming, and other states fluence and will restrain Arizona
e
alto- 1.C00 votes, sufficient to hold the bal- time and place to
the
pecially, from throwing Itself
for some years to come.
gether into the arms of Socialism end ance in an off year when the two par- witnesses of said claimant, and to ofIn ten counties they fer evidence in rebuttal of that subA glorious future is predicted for the Western Federation of Miners. ties run close.
California had
cent of the total vote. mitted by claimant,
New Mexico by t he Troy, N. Y., Says the Sacramento,
per
eight
Union :
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Times when it says:
They are the only party that showed
"The Los Angeles Express Is violent- an
Register.
over the vote cast in 1908,
"When New Mexico comes into the
increase
opposed to the provision in the adcent
Union as a state it certainly will have ly
mission bills of New Mexico and Ari- this increase exceeding fifty per
Notice for Publication.
much to make an impressive showing. zona which
drifting
directs that
shall If the Democratic party keepsthe
(013810.)
day
In dimensions it will be the fourth, be submit their constitutions tothey Pres- further toward Socialism,
the
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
ing larger than any other states ex ident and to Congress before the same may not be far distant, even in conser
Small Holding Claim No. 3244.
cept Texas, California and Montana, are ratified. Being filled with bitter vative New Mexico, when the Social
and having an area of 122,580 square and unreasoning hatred of the present ists, and not the Democrats, will be Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
miles. This makes it more than Congress and President Taft, tlhe Ex- the strong minority party.
.Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
of
out
and
of
size
Illinois,
double the
press declares that the people of those
Notice
Is hereby given that the fol- Tribune-Citizedozen
a
The Albuquerque
states should be free to adopt any conit could be carved nearly
lowing-nemeclaimant has filed noA
eta tea Boiifil to Vermont in extent,
stitutions they please, although it prints a table by which it seeks to
of his intention to make final
tice
is
Mexico
New
'thousand
a
of
one
in
county
show
that
with
notable peculiarity
quoted
approval the advice that
in support of his claim under
the exceptional altitude. Most of the Roosevelt gave them on the subject, dollars assessment elects one dele- proof
16 and 17 of tho act of March
sections
land lies more than 4,000 feet above and saw nothing inconsistent in his gate and In another county it takes 3, 1891 (26
Stats., 854), as amended by
sev- advising them as he saw fit. The Ex- two thousand dollars of assessment
are
there
and
of
level
the
sea,
the
act
of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
the
has
Democratwas
12,000
tthat
that
it
tower
Is
press
the
forgotten
for a delegate. That
eral mountain peaks that
470), and tht said proof will be made
feet and more in the air. The new same Roosevelt who interfered very ic idea, measuring men and liberties before Juan
C, Sandoval, V. S. Ct
In the formation of the con- bv the dollar. The Tribune-Citize- n
a
decidedly
no
doubt
and
will
be
state
unique,
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22,
stitution
of
and
it
saw
Oklahoma,
be
ten
millionaire
would give a
predict
delegates
brilliant future for it may
of Cuba, N.
nothing wrong in his dictating the in the constitutional convention and 1910, viz: Victor Casados,
'
ed."
3244 In Sees. 26 and
claim
the
for
M.,
that
the
of
constitution
provisions
a thousand poor people none.
27, T. 21 N R. I V., N. M. P. M.
that state should and should not conBisbee wants a military post. So do tain.
He names the' following witnesses
and
the
President
Congress
a
and
Douglas, Albuquerque, Santa Fe
An Emporia, Kansas, woman com- to prove his actual continuous adverse
of
the
constitution
upon
passed
every
town
few other towns in New Mexico and state that has ever been
possession of said tract for twenty
admitted In- plains to The Gazette of that
of peel- years next preceding the survey of
buckets
Arizona, but military Btrategy will not to the Union, including
three
had
she
that
California,
believand
is
it
bow to local demands,
wihich went to Washington, constitu- ings standing at her back gate for a the township, viz:
ed that the final selection of posts in tion in hand, to ask for admission. In week and no city garbage collector
Ponclano Casados, Guadalupe Ara-gothe southwest will be made by mili- our day Colorado In 1876, the two has called to relieve her of her trash.
Chistohal de Herrera, Hilario Lutary experts who will pay no attention Dakotas, Montana, Washington, Ida- If the lady lived on East Palace ave- cero all of Cuba, N. M.
to wire pulling, politics or selfish ho, Wyoming and Utah all submitted nue Santa Fe. her garbage would
Any person who desires to protest
rnnsiderations but will recommend their constitutions to thft President stand at the gate all year if she wait- against the allowance of said proof, or
what is best for the United Stales and and congress, and in the case of ed for the city garbage man to seize who knows of any substantial reason
Utah Congress expressly provided It.
under the laws and regulations of the
the army.
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Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
the
time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
mitted by claimant.
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MANUEL R. OTERO,

OF SANTA FE.

Register.

the Oldest Eanking institution in
toxica. Established in 1370

Notice for Publication.

New

Republication.

Not Coal Jemez Forest.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office Santa Fe, N. M.
September 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Juan M.
Velasquez, of Coyote, ST. M., who, on
July 27, '08, and June 30, 1910, made
Homestead entries 0467 and No.
013711 for SE

NW

NE
NE
NE
NE
N
NE
Sec. 19, and
W
N Wl-NE
and NW
NW
of section 20, township 21 N,
range 3 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
Lucero, probate clerk at Tierra
Amarilla, N. M on the 25th day of
October, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Herrera, Florencio Vigil, Ygnaclo Trujillo,
all of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4
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Notice for Publication.
(013792.)

Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1305.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N M., on October 25,
1910, viz; Jose Jeronimo Aragon, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1305 in
Sees. 11, 12, 13 and 14, T. 21 N., R. 1
W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Antonio Salazar, Benigno Chavez,
Fells Montano, Donaciano Lucero ,all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
amine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

THE
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Notice for Publication.
(013790.)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1302.
Department of the Interior,

Proprietor.

--

United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,

470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29,

0n
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Notice for Publication.
(013815.)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3250.
Department of the Interior,

United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice Id hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
Pulidor Martinez, trans
1910, viz:
feree of Manuel Garcia de Garcia, for
the claim 3250, in Sees. 20 and 21, T.

i

THE HOTEL CORONADO

1910, viz: Abelina Aragon de Lucero,
widow of Jose Nasario Lucero, for the
claim 1302 in Sees. 20 and 21, T. 21 N.,
R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, Dionicio McCoy, E. A.
Miera, Tranquilino
Romero, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross-eamine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
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He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the

General Express Forwarders
::?r

TO
township, viz:
Dionicio McCoy, J. 3. Salazar, Tran
quilino Romero, Manuel Garcia, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing
who knows of any substantia! reason
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof . MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY
should not be allowed will be given an
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witnesses of said claimant, and to ofREMITTANCESfSENT BY TELEGRAPH.
fer evidence In rebuttal of that subabove-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

mitted by claimant

MANUEL R. OTERO,
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M. A. Ross, a lumber man of Albuquerque, is at the Claire.
Mrs. 11. L. Ortiz, who has been quite
111, was reported better today.
L. A. Perk, a Denver pickle salesman, is calling on the trade.
J. S. Suydam, an insurance man of
Los Angles, is at the Palace.
E. E. Ford, a well known salesman
from St. Louis, is in the city.
Nelson L. LeGrand, of the forestry
service, is here from Albuquerque.
II. A. Tiuchanan, a shoe salesman
of St. Louis, is calling on the trade.
Lee Bernstein, a well known traveling man of Kansas City, is at the
Palace.
Assistant District Attorney Charles
C. Catron was a visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero
who has been in Albuquerque, is expected back tonight.
TJ. S. Attorney
for the Pueblo In
dians Francis C. Wilson spent yesterday at Albuquerque and returned today.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
was confined to his home on East Palace avenue today with Illness.
Attorney Earl Cranston of Denver,
former U. S. district attorney for Colorado, is here on legal business.
and Mrs. W. T. Thornton who are visiting Mrs. S. P. Victory, expect to return to Guadalajara.
Mexico, for the winter at the end of
next month.
President E. P. Rip'ey and party
are expected to arrive from Taos toTwo
night or tomorrow morning.
private ears are at the Santa Fe depot to take the party to Santa Barbara, California.
Sheriff H. M. Denney and Deputy
Sheriff J. W. Hanks, of Alamogordo,
Otero county, arrived yesterday with
five prisoners for the territorial penitentiary. The sheriff and deputy sheriff are registered at the Claire hotel.
Hon. George Cabot Ward, who was
secretary and later acting governor
of Porto Rico, will arrive in the city
tonight and will visit Mrs. Ward and
his brother-in-laBronson Cutting.
Mr. Ward has recently returned from
Buenos Ayres where he attended the
Congress.
Charles Moreau Harger, of New
York, on the staff of the Outlook, the
magazine which ex President Rose-velis an associate editor, Is in Santa
Fe, investigating conditions in New
Mexico and interviewed territorial officials today.
n
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EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

HAVE

A

CHANCE

SELECTION
Furniture Co.
FUNERAL

DIRECTORS.

fit

.

Detroit

82
80
67
63
62
44

.

Chicago
St. Louis

47
58
62
70
74
82
85
94

.664
.589
.569
.511

.497
.414
.414
.347

.562
.555
.469
.435
.428
.301

64
64
76
82

83
102

Western League.
Won Lost Per Ct
Sioux City
Denver
Lincoln

IF THE NURSE
IS AS CAREFUL

our Paint business by giving only the
to pour out the proper dose as we
best grades for a reasonable price.
are
in preparing the medicine, earthIs
our
Paint
reliable.
can
It
of
Every
is made of the best White Lead end
ly skill can do no more.
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily arid smooth- WE COMPOUND
ly without streaks or spots. These PRESCRIPTIONS
colors will not fade In the sun, and
with a full sense of our responsithey cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good as two of other
bility. So we consider no pains too
kinds.
great to take to insure accuracy.
Have us fill yours next time.
well-groun- d

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

Com-m- .

New Mexica
Printing
has rn hand a large Bupply of
& Co.
paas and tablets suitable for icbool Successors to Stripling-Burrowwork, the desk, and also for lawyers
n
sand everywhere. Wo
If you want anything on earth try
will snll them at 5 cents In book form. a New Mexican Want Ad.

the c.

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 540 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are

idealhomes ready for you.

.

-

-

-

-

-

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

We are DreDared to locate settlers on gov
IRANOHES,
ernment land. We have. irrigation enterLAKtiN
LARGE
are
men
AND ?
Moneyed
capital
D
needing
prises,
AN
:
;
;
SMALL.
Invited to correspond with us.
SMALL
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

105
99
92
87
82
70
68
42

Wichita

.642
.615
.575
.534
.509
.435
.425
.259

57

62
68

76

79
Omaha
91
St. Joseph
92
Des Moines
120
Topeka
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

American League,
Boston at Cleveland.
YESTERDAY'S

GAMES.

Sacramento
8,

ii

m a

and
NIGHT

San Francisco
Portland 3.
4;

....

We ae Agents

HEATER,
CARRY THE

REMEMBER
BEST
THE

MARKET.

STOVES

WILSON

WE

JTHAT
ON

THE

Pink-ham'-

BIGGEST
THEY

IN

MAN

ARE

THIS

COUNTRY.

POWERFUL

HEATERS,
AND ATTRACTIVE LOOKING

DURABLE
STOVES.

COME IN AND SEE FOR
YOURSELVES

THE SANTA FE
HARDWARE and

Hot Blast

SUPPLY

Draft

THAT'S

EVERY TIME.
THE .SALE OF A .SUIT OR OVERCOAT I.S

IS EXTENDED
TO

EVERY LADY
SANTA FE

TO ATTEND MY OPENING
AND SEE THE DISPLAY of
TRIM M ED MILL EN EKY.
SEPTEMBER

MISS A. MUGLER

WHILE WE MAKE LESS MONEY ON THEM
THAN OTHER MAKESWE COULDB UY, THEY
ARE SO UNIFORMLY GOOD YEAR IN AND
YEAR OUT, THEY INVARIABLY GIVE SUCH
EXCELLENT SATISFACTION, THAT WE PIN
OUR FAITH ToTHEM ABOVE ALL OTHERS,

2

REPUTATION BUILDERS

0.

If you like srond OofTee then
you will surely be charmed

iE

m

AND

S,i3( us

SEAL BRAND"
It ban a distinctive. Satismellow
fying flavor-ric- h,
and fine the result of
scientific, careful blending
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best plan-

tations.

Telephone Red 35 and have
your orders delivered

j

The following are suggested to the thirsty as something

cool and inviting
WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

GINGER ALE,

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
All drinks made from filtered water.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

H.8.EAUHE
& COMPANY

i

PIION E 2

HENRY KRICK. Pronrletnr
ami, mnrnu Ainu i inn nmmuiTOnnnnnmmnimmiimmtfl

Rrrtri

Santa Fe Agents.

KrandU

yews known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

R. V.BOYLK

Mgr.

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CL5BE&D0H POULTRY YARDS
FRESH IAID EGGS every .day
Hare bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning
only.
A FEW FAT HENS KOR KATINU.

i

c ectric service

WIRE UP,' THOSE DARK PLACES
it"'

.

SiWfc

Santa Fe Water

AND

PRICE SETTERS.

I

CHICHESTER S PILLS
with Til... U IK1
TX
fake no utttrr. Rur nf n V
DruirirM. Askfnr;lll.:irt:H.TE!lS
MIAmimiP
for e,i

OUR PRICES RANGE FROM $ 10.00 $12.50
$1 5.00 AND $20.00.
ABOVE THESE PRICES WE WILL TAILOR
YOUR SUIT TO MEASURE FROM THEROYAL
TAILORS CHICAGO AND NEW YORK.
ALL
HOUSE--SEWOOL
OUR WINDOWS NOW FOR
E
NEW COAT SWEATERS FOR MEN ANDWoMEN

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

$8.90(S9.10.
Sept. 29.

hniK

S.KIUNE
GROCERS

Market
Receipts 6,000.
Bulk $8.609; heavy
and butchers
packers

Hold

CON-

THAT'S THE REASON FOR OUR SELLING
KJRCHBAUM READY MADE CLOTHES,

29

2

H

IN-

THE PROFIT WE'D MAKE. WOULD NOT
COMPENSATE FOR THE LoSS OF A CUSTOMER
.

THURSDAY

TO MAKE GOOD

CIDENTAL TO .SECURING A CU.STOMER.S
FIDENCE.

51-26-

Ulamond
4'hl(.'hc'ter'i
1111
in Rt-i- l and

A

s

IN

111.,

IS

HEATER

THE BEST HEATER JUST AS SURE AS,
TAMER IS THE
TEDDY THE LION

Chief among
these Is the famous

Cattle Receipts 8,000; market weak to 10 cents
Beeves $4.008.05;
lower.
Texas
steers $3.505.60; western steers
$4.106.75; stockers and feeders $4.10
5.65; cows and heifers $2.20 6.30;
calves $7.501I.0I.
Hogs
Receipts 14,000; market 5
cents lower. Light $8.859.25; mixed
$S.359.25; heavy $8.209.10; rough

Z4 nour

EARTH.

RANGE OR

A

world.

Vegetable Compound come as
a boon and a blessing. Records show
that it has cured more women ol
those dread feminine ills than any
other remedy.

Pacific Coast League,
Vernon 3; Los Angeles 1.
Oakland

A

upon en
tirely original principles, which are so
thoroughly efficient ,
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the

D'own

Chicago,

Omaha 8; Sioux City 0.
Denver 7, 0; St. Joseph 5, 5.
Des Moines 6; Lincoln 0.
Wichita 5, 12; Topeka 4, 2.

RANGE IS

First Teetotaler to Be Selected Chief
through which all gases ge- - jAted art
CO
Great-World's
of
the
Magistrate
burned, eliminating all waste.
est Metropolis.
London, Sept. 29. Sir Thomas V.
Strong today was elected lord mayor
of London without opposition.
Sir
to choice heavy
Thomas is a temperance advocate and $S.208.4(): good
$8.200
pigs
9.10; bulk of
enjoys the distinction of being the $8.409.10;
first teetotaler chosen magistrate of sales 8.458.85.
ONE-WAY-Othe world's metropolis.
Sheep
Receipts 30,000; market
N
weak to 10 cents lower. Native $2.50
50 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
western
4.20;
$2.904.15; yearlings
OF THE U. S.
$4.40 5.50; lambs native $4.757.15;
live in rural districts, remote from western
$".007.00.
physicians or drug stores, and they
are obliged to depend upon proprietary
THERE 6 ONLY ONE WAY To CONDUCT
medicines to a very great extent.
SVGCESSTVl CLOTHING BUINE.5,5.
To the women in these homes such
A CORDIAL
INVITATION
standard remedies as Lydia E.

$8.508.70;
$8.709; light

Western League.

CAR LOAD

A

AND RANGES.

IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF

constructed

STRONG CHOSEN LORD
MAYOR OF LONDON.

Hogs
five lower.

American League.
New York 6; Detroit 5.
Washington 5; Chicago 1.
Cleveland 4; Boston 3.
St. Louis 2; Philadelphia 1.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED

THEBESTAND STRONGESTON

ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is

4.10.

National League.
New York 16; Cincinnati 4.
Boston 3, 0; Chicago 2, 11.
Brooklyn 2; Pittsburg 1.
St. Louis 5; Philadelphia 4.

1

THE MONARCH MALLEABLE

your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you

steers $5.257.80;
soutnern
tive
steers $2.605; southern cows $2.75
4; native cows and heifers $2.60
feeders $3.25
6.50; stockers and
calves $4
5.75; bulls $3.204.50;
8.50; western steers $4.356.75; western cows $2.6d4.55.
Market
Receipts 10,000.
Sheep
ten lower. Muttons $;.254.40; lambs
$a.75'6.75; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.755; fed western ewes $3.25(6)

National League.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at New York..
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.

Row is The Time
To Buy Stoves
OF HEATERS

two, and still doubled
the heating power of

Ctttlfum Is the most eeonorolrat trestment fer
flections of the slcln and . alp A r:ike or Cuttnira
Hnsvi nrm s hot of rutlrurit
Olplnippt nre n'trn
BiirrVleiH. Holrt throughout tbe world, potter Dru3
& Cbera. Corp.. Bole
Prop?., Boston.

RANCHES
-

Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in

If

y

J8y

yean

out only i;i winter.
Tlifti it linaljYcauirtostay,
I had tli t i t' good doctors to
do all tlif-- could but none
did any good. 1
of tlit-then used one Ikx of Cutl-cur- a
Ointment and three
bottles of t'utkura Resolvent and was completely
cured. My hands were raw
ill over, insid.- - ..ii.l out. and
the eczema wan spreading
ell over my hody and limlm.
Uefu. e I hid used one hot lie
of Cutlcura Resolvent, toother Kith theCutt-ctir- a
Oi:itment, my sore-- ; were nearly healed
over, and hy the time I had urd the third
bottle, I was entirely well. I had a good
appetite and watt fleshier than 1 ever was.
To any one who has any s!;in or blood disease
I would hone.tly advise them to fool with
but to get Cutirura and Ret well.
notliini; el-My hands, cured by the use of Cutlcura, have
never (riven m the least bit of trouble up to
now. I miMot recommend f'uticura hiirhly
enough, it hes done me and my family so
much good. Mv daughter's hands this Hummer became perfectly raw with eczema. Ph.e
could frt nothing thtit would do them any
good until she tried Ctiticira. She urd two
bottles of Cutlcura Resolvent and one box of
Cutlcura Ointment and In two week they
were entirely cured. I have used
for other members of my bunlly and !t always
proved successful. 1 recommend it to nnvone
with eczema. After once
it vou will
never use nnvthlne else. Mrs. M. E. Folln,
Bpeers Ferry, Va., Oct. 19, 1909."
br.-a-

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Sept. 29. Call money 2
kPZ per cent; Prime mercantile paper
;
Mexican dollars 45; AmalSugar 114; Atdhison
gamated 62
991-Great Northern pfd. 126
New York Central 1131-2- ;
Northern
Pacific 1161-2- ;
Reading 146; Southern Pacific 1161-8- ;
Union
Pacific
1671-8- ;
Steel 67
pfd. 116
New York, Sept. 29 Lead $4.37
40; copper dull, standard spot and
Oct. 12.0512.25; silver 53
WOOL MARKET
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 29. Wool
steady; territory and western medi
ums 1823; fine mediums 1820;
fine 1420.
GRAIN, PORK. LARf) ANTI RIC?'
Chicago, 111., Sept. .29. Wheat Dec.
96
May 1021-25-Corn Dec. 491-2- ;
May 52
Oats Dec. 32
May 35
Pork Oct. 17.75; Jan. 17.271-2- .
Lard Oct. 12.33; Jan. 10.40.
Ribs Oct. 10.90; Jan. 9.20.
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Sept. 29. Cattle Receipts 10.000, including 2,000 south-- '
erns. Market weak to ten lower, Na-

Washington

-

on my hamls for ten

rrzi-m-

93
83
82
73
73
58
60
50

Boston
Cleveland

1 in-

liixl

MARKET REPORT

American League.
Won Lost Per Ct
45
99
.688
Philadelphia
62
81
.566
New York

j Jll

".

"I

National League.
Won. Lost Per Ot
Chicago
New York

Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Boston

Charles W. Dudrow

Was

HOW THEY STAND.

Pittsburg .
Philadelphia

We Have Built Up

Heater

Were Raw All Over-Spreading
to Body and Limbs Used Cuti-cu- ra
and was Cured Also
Cured Daughter's Eczema.
At first it would

il

WILSON

here from Los Angeles.

O

PAGE FIVE.

M.

Call 3s Z Operation

Light Company
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AGE

should not be allowed will be given an against the allowance of said proof,
is frequently
Notice for Publication.
The heart:;;
or who knows of any substantial reafor
the
health
followed by poor
opportunity at the
(013828.)
son under the laws and regulations of
e
the
to
mother. IhU supreme crisis of life
time and place
femet.
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- the Interior Department why such
finding her physical system unpreSmall HnJji? r"Ln No. 4266.
noviub,
parea, ior wio ucuittuua
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub proof should not be allowed will be
ot ne mtctlll ,
pp i .
leaves her with weakened resistive
given an opportunit at the
mitted by claimant
e
powers and sometimes chronic ailtime and place to
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
ments. This can he avoided If
N. Ji., Sept, 6, 1910.
of
said
witnesses
claimant,
the
Register.
Cher's Friend is usTd before the coming of baby and the. healthy woman can, Notice lb Wtby given that the fol
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
0
y
is tne amy wuwuj
noit
remain a healthy mother,
filed
lowing-namehas
claimant
that submitted by claimant,
Notice for Publication.
.. v.ooi.ff Tnntherhood.
and brines about a natural and
OTERO,
MANUAL
the" term, Women who use Mother's Friend are always tice of his Intention to make final
(013845.)
proof In support of his claim under
Register.
GENERAL OFFICES- - RATON NFW MEXICO
Coal Jemez Forest.
should safeguard sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Small Holding Claim No. 4377.
with no ill effects, or chronic troubles. Every expectant mother
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
her health by using Mothers Friend,
(Head Up)
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
Department of the id Interior,
Notice for Publication.
(Read Down)
condition
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
her
physical
Office,
thus
United States
preparing
(013779)
20
STATIONS
made
19
Miles
470), ?nd that said proof will be
for the hour of motherhood, This
Santa Fe, N. b Sept. 6, 1910.
Coal Land Jemez Forest
stores.
at
S. Ct
sale
V.
for
is
C.
drug
before
Sandoval,
medicine
Juan
m
a
m
fol
p
Notice Is hereby given that the
4 00
Small Holding Claim No. 436S
Lv. Des Moines, N. M...Ar
0
7 30
Vrite for free book for expectant
Comr., at Cuba, N. M on October 28, lowing-name3;60
Kuinaiuo
4
claimant hag filed no Department of the Interior.
7 40
3 30
mothers.
of
11
ledmau
06
1910, viz:
Tranquillno Romero,
3 15
United States Land Office.
tice of his Intention to make final
BSADFIELD rECVATOU CO.,
16
20
L'Hpullu
3 05
Cuba, N. M., heir of Francisco Romero proof In support of his claim under
Vtftll
20
8 35
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Atlanta, Ga.
2
45
25
8 SO
Thompson
for the claim 4266 in Sees. 16 and 21, sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
2 25
Notice Is hereby given that the fol31
9 10
CunninghamN.M
1 55
T. 21 N.. R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
niifton House
42
9 35
854), as amended by lowing named claimant has filed no3, 1891 (26
1 SO
Lv
Raton. N. M
49
10 00 ..
Ar
FRANK A .WADLEIGH
witnesses the act of Stats., 21, 1893, (27 Stats. tice of his Intention to make final
names
the
following
He
February
A
10 15
0
i.Lv
Katun, N.M
2 30
X SUCCEEDS MAJOR HOOPER
to prove his actual continuous adverse 470), and that said prooi will be made proof in support of his claim under
9 49
7
Clifton House N' M..
2 47
29 Official an
for
Denver.
Colo.,
Sept.
twenty
tract
32
of
said
9
possession
48
SPreston
C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
8 07
8 55
55
.Koehler Junction
nouncement was made yesterday that years next preceding the survey of the before Juan
45
Palace.
N. M., on October 27, 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
at
Cuba,
Comr.,
9
05
.Koehler..
335
viz:
Major S. K. Hooper, for twenty-siH.
township,
Kansas
MartiD
City;
viz:
1910.
Lee
Salaz, of Cuba, h. by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Bernstein,
8
20
SOolfax
68
4 16
8 02
A.
Peck, years general passenger agent of the
L.
(Wrososo
76
Salazar. Donaciano Lueero, m. M for the claim 4377 In Sees. 22 and Stats., 470), and that said proof will
J.
J.
4 43
Albuquerque;
45
7
I.v
has
82
.Cimarron
Ar
5 00
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Denver: J. S. Suydam, Los Angeles; Denver & Rio Grande railroad,
6 35
Reyes Lueero, Zenon Sandoval, all of 27, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Ar a m
Lv
Cimarron
5 10
. Con
6 27
H. been appointed assistant to General Cuba, N. M.
at Cuba N M on Oc- i"i
Nash
L.
Le
Grand,
Albuquerque;
He'
5 18
Nelson
witnesses
names
the following
6 17
Harlan
.8
5 28
Hor- - Traimc Manager A. s. nugnes auu
Martin
St.
00
Louis;
A.
6
to
M..
Buchanan,
.Lv
who
desires
94
protest to prove his actual continuous adverse
Ar
lite Park, N,
Any person
6 45
'
,n
been made
Cub(JN
pm
en, Chama; Elihu Cranston, Denver; Prank A. Wadleigh has
against the allowance of said proof, or possession ui sam
1 W., N. M. P. M.
succeed
to
20
R.
T.
Sec
N.,
6,
Los
agent
Angeles;
passenger
Mr. and Mrs. J. Blohen,
general
who knows of any substantial rea years next preceding the survey of
Northland South.
fnvwine witnesses
a, Ojlfavwitn K. P. A 3. VV. Retrain bothN.lM.
Major Hooper.
C. M. Heyer, Abilene, Kas.
son under the laws and regulations of the township, viz:
NT. M. meets trains at .'Preston
t nroVB hIa ar.tUal continuous ad- llouten
V;m
'or
effective
become
Wtage
wil
The
Claire.
change
such
M
at:9;00 a.Im, dally except
the Interior Department why
tTte Park, N M.. for Kllzabetlitown, N.
J. J. Salazar, Tranquillno Romero, Lerse possession of said tract for
Stage loav-sM. A. Ross,
Albuquerque; E. E. October 1. The oi.ice of assistant to troof should not be allowed will be
round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
ndays Fare $2.00 one way $3.50
M.
OcaReyes Lueero, Dionicio McLoy, an twenty years next preceding the sur- been
R.
W.
has
Sammon,
m.
trrom
traffic
the
MSt.
tl
Jarrlves
Louis;
manager
Ford,
M i io S.
tlicsMtli at :il;ll p.
general
0 t.H.tril-il-1-'given a nopportunity at the above- ol Cuba, N. M.
AiaW.
vey of the township, viz:
one
will
no
HanKs,
created, and, for the time,
te;H. M. Denny, J.
mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
South at 4;38a. m.
Sandoval,
Manuel Sandhez, Celso
Any person who desires to protest
be selected to succeed Wadleigh as as- - amine the witnesses of said claimant,
mogordo.
M. WILLIAMS,
of said proof, or Maurlsio Sanchez, Antonio Casados,
allowance
the
J. VAN HOUTEN,
against
5EDMAIM,
Gregg.
sistant
agent.
of
general passanger
ai.d to offer evidence In rebuttal
,
G. P. Agent,
who knows of any substantial reason all of Cuba, N. M.
V. P. & G. M.,
R. H. Shevill, St. Louis; H. X Col-Tbe cnange ha8 heen made chiefly that submitted by claimant.
Superintendent,
Any person who desires to protest
under the laws and regulations of the
L.
G.
Lent,
Albuquerque; Chas.on account of Major MooperB health.
lins,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Los
a sirineo. Citv: Frank Lewis,
Interior
why such proof against the allowance of said proof,
Department
of
best
one
the
is
Major Hooper
Register.
should not be allowed will be given an or who knows of any substantial
Angeles.
known railroad men in the west, and
son under the laws and regulations
at the
Coronado.
is almost as well known to the people
Notice for Publication,
A. G.
the of the Interior Department why such
to
and
time
Coyote;
Asanito Serrano,
place
of Colorado and Utah as the Rio
m u
(013775.)
witnesses of said claimant, and to or-- prooi snouia noi oe auuweu
Green, Las Vegas; Felipe Lueero, Las Grande itself. He was born May 30,
above- Forest
at
Coal
the
Jemez
an
subopportunity
of
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that
in
rebuttal
fer evidence
Graces.
e
1S41, at New Albany, Ind., and enter-ere- d
Small Holding Claim No. 4341.
mentioned time and place to
mitted by claimant.
claim
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of
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said
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witnesses
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January
the
Interior,
Department
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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passenger ofUnited States Land Office,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Register.
Tahlet called Preventics is being fice clerk in the general
1910.
ot that submitted by claimant.
New Albank and
of
the
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M.,
Louisville,
Santa
Fe,
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dispensed by druggists everywhere.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Notice Is hereby given that the folloIn a few hours, Preventics are said to Chicago railroad.
Publication.
Notice
for
Register.
His first position as general pas- wing-named
filed noPrehas
And
in
claimant
New
Points
all
and
cold
completely.
break
any
(013808.)
Douglas,
Louisville. tice of his intention to make final
with
was
the
agent
senger
and
toothsome,
safe
so
Coal Jemez Forest.
ventics, beln
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
1808 to
11 TTnllr,
O
proof in support of his claim under
are very fine for children. No Qui- New Albany and Chicago from
rla)m Nil 3241
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
was
1873.
March
He
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
act
nor
of
general passenger sections 16 and 17 of the
nine, no laxative, nothing harsh
of the Interior,
department
Iowa
from
of
of the Central
amended by
854 .
Sold
agent
25c.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
48
1891
by
of
(26
Box
Stats.,
3,
offloe
sickening.
United stateg Land
May 15 to June 1, 1884, coming to the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
MASONIC.
The Capital Pharmacy.
gept 6 m(K
Denver the latter date to accept the 470). and that said prooi win oe mau
'1
&
Notice lg hereby given that the fol.
S
Ct.
held.
U.
before Juan C. Sandoval,
position he has since
AMERICA IS MOST ACTIVE
Montezuma Lodge No
lowlng.named claimant has filed noP. A. Wadleigh is assistant general uoinr., at ouua,
IRRIGATION PIONEER.
final
to
make
1, A. F. & A. M. Re
intention
his
ot
tice
. .
nrter
,a.m
o
passenger agent for the Denver & Rio 1910. viz: Jose de Jesus Herrera, of
mar communication
In
Russian Engineer Says This Country Grande for the second time, having Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4341,
of Marcn
first Monday ot eaol
o the
&nfl
zu is., h. j.
held the position the first time from Sec. z,
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Therefore, for a long
time after the introduction of farming
the virgin soil yielded to the Russian
emigrants very good crops, but now,
owing to the constant tillage, the
crops are more and more suffering
from, drought
"In order to determine the possibility of irrigation in that region, the
government sent a special 'Expedition" consisting of many hydraulic
engineers under the direction of the
General
Jillnsky. The
work of the expedition shows that irrigation by gravity on a large scale
encounters in Southern Rssuia many
obstacles, owing to the flatness of
most of the country and the insufficient fall of the rivers. But It also
shows tlhat irrigation of many separate tracts can be easily effected by
means of reservoirs storing snow waters and by pumping from rivers and
veils.
"The irrigation works established
by the expedition cost the government from $1 to $5 per acre for flood
irrigation, and from $10 to $32 for
regular irrigation. The cost for maintenance and operation of these systems averages 50 cents per acre annually. The profits derived from the
use of Irrigation amount to from 15
per cent to 32 per cent on the investnomadic

life.

Grows Hair

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

and we can

PROVE IT!
jit

hir what fresh shower
sunshine are lo vegetation.
It
goes right to the roots, invigorates and
strengthens them. Ita exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cause the hair to grow
It at
abundantly long, strong and beautiful.
once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and vel
vety soilness to the hair, and a few weeks'
use will cause new hair to sprout all over the
scalp. Use it every day lor a short time,
after which two or three times a week will
be sufficient to complete whatever growtl
you desire.
DANDERINE

'

well-know- n

U to the

Notice

for Publication.
(013804)

Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3229.
Department of the Interior, .
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof vill
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29. 1910, viz: Telesfor Sandoval,
transferee of Carlos B. Romero, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3229, In
Sees. 29 and 32, T. 21 N.. R. 1 W., N.
Coal
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Francisco Atencio, Victor Casados, all
Notice for Publication.
of Cuba, N. M.
(013820)
Coal land Jemez Forest.
Any person who desires to protest
Small Holding Claim No. 3259.
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea- Department of the Interior.
son nnder the laws and regulations
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
of the Interior Department why such
Notice is hereby given that the folproof should not be allowed will be
e
given an opportunity at the above- - lowing named claimant has filed
of his intention to make final
mentioned time and place to
In support of his claim under
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
that submitted by claimant.
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Register.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on OcNotice for Publication.

Notice for Publication.
(01n799)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1358.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made befoie Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22, 1910, viz: Cristobal de Her-rer- tober 25, 1910. viz: Reyes Jaramillo,
of Cuba, N. M., heir of Juan de of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1358. in
Jesus de Herrera, for the claim No. Sees. 33 and 34, T. 21 N.. R. 1 W.. N.
3259, in Sees. 22 and 27. T. 21 N.. R. M. P. M.
1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
He names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adto prove his actual coutinous
verse possession of said tract
trr
possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the surtventy years next preceding the sur- vey of the township, viz:
E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon, Felix
vey of the township, viz:
Vhtor Casaus, Guadalupe Aragon, Montano, Francisco Aragon, all of
Ponc'ano Casados, Antonio Casados, Cuba, N. M.
ail of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof.
agninrt the allowance of said proof, 'or who knows of any substantial rea.
or who knows of any substantial rea-- ! son under the laws and regulations
son under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department why such
of the Interior Department why such proof should not be allowed will be
proof should not be allowed will be given an opportunity at the above- e
given an opportunity at the above-me- mrntioned time and place to
e
lioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimthe witnesses of said claim- ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
ant and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
no-lic-

cross-examin- e

Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N M
August, 31, 1910
'
Notice is hereby given that Teodora
Montoya, widow of Necasio Archuleta,
of Kennedy, N. M., who, on August 7,
1905. made Homestead Entry (Serial
if
06910) No. 8445, for NE
SW
I
and NW
SE
Section 8, TownI
r c'.vim v
A lsdy from St. Paul writes in substance,
V,
ship 13 N., Range 9 E N. M. P. Merias fellows:
"When I began uln! Dsnderlne mr hair
dian, has filed notice of intention to
r..
wouia not in e to mv bnuldensiKl udw
make final five year proof, to estabIt Is away helow my ltlp."
lish claim to the land above describAoottier from Newark, N. J.
" I have heen using Daoderlne
M. P. M.
ed, before Register or Receiver, U. S.
Wneiil flrst started to me It I baitregalarly.
litvtry
He names She rollowing witnesses Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the
4
tle oalr. now I bare the most beuuttfuilong
4
andtblckuair anyone would warutobave."
to prove his actual continuous
ad- 27th
i
day of October, 1910.
verse possession of said tract for
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NOW
at
all
in
next
surdruggists
three
f
twenty years
k 4tAr?4f
preceding the
Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
sixes 25c. 50c and $1.00
vey of the township, viz:
all of
Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva,
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ftboat the wonderful
why such
when the capacity of the soil to take
MARVEL Whirling Spray twenty years next preceding the sur- Sees. 24, 28, 33 and 34, T. 21 N., R. 1
proof should not be allowed will be proof should not be allowed will be proof should not be allowed will be
8 list saw Vaginal HjrWe.
.M.
up moisture is at its maximum. For
M.
N
P.
W,
d
Beat m 081 convertvey of the township, viz:
d
d
given an opportunity at the
given an opportunity at the
given an opportunity at the
this two things are especially pere
XasgES. " smsi w tit. IK oieansea E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon Lu He names the following witnesses
time and place to
and place to
time
time and place to
turnshould
be
tinent; (a) the ground
cero, Felix Montano, Francisco Ara- to prove his actual continuous adverse
the vltnesses of said claimAtk Ttmr drafftrlst for It.
the witnesses of said claimthe witnesses of said claimbe oannot
the
ed immediately after the crop . nas If
gon, all of Cuba, N. M. .
possession of said tract for twenty ant, and to offer" evidence in rebuttal ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
at a R V R I,,snppiy
auidfint ne
before
the
hull
and
for
stsmil
apnrl
rainy
off,
fttjw
taken
next
to
who
been
desires
Any person
preceding the survey of of that submitted by claimant
of that submitted by claimant
protest years
of that submitted by claimant
liiustratM! book sealerl. It fftrat
nsrttRnlura ajul rtlmntiOEia In
season of the year sets in it should it ftill
MANUEL R. OTERO,
against the allowance of said proof, the township. Tie:
MANUEL R. OTERO.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
walntMA tn ln1lna
HAUTnL !0.
or vho knows of any nubPtantlal tea!W ItiPK.
Luciano Gonzales, Ramon Casados,
possible, be ploved in rough furrows. 4iaatS4 Street.
Register
Register.
Register.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
DIAMOND

"M" FLOlR

per sack $1.65 per sack

Nn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET AGUSSS AT
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESbING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th

BOTH

Dancing, Races, Weddings, Processions All Part of Day's
Work.

Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
money if not entirely satisfactory.
No.

L

F. ANDREWS

John H. Roberts, messenger In the
executive office at the capltol, who
spent a number of years at Taos, contributes to the New Mexican the following vivid description of the San
Geronimo festivities tomorrow at the
Pueblo of Taos:

Phone So. 4.

nrnrt

R01NTICJND HISTORIC

irrrrtHf""!jM"w

mo feast at Taos. For many years it
has been the chief event of the year
to the people there and the Indians
prepare for it three or four months
If You are in need of
before the time comes. It is worth
thing at the Drug Store.
the trip to visit the beautiful Taos
valley at this time of the year to see
i his
famous event as it takes one
GET IT AT
many years back in the annals of his-- .'
tory to see the historic place of Taos
itself.
Away from the railroads and the
jouierworld, the Indians of Taos live
themselves.
a peaceful life among
BEST
W ere it costs no more for
They cultivate their lands and pre-- !
pare their crops for the winter
goods and the BEST service than you
months, and it is Beldom, if ever, that
pay elsewhere for inferior.
a Taos Indian can, be found who is in
need. In the winter the men go hunASK ABOUT THE REXALL GOODS
ting and bring home the deer and the
FISCHPR DRUG
turkey, the former which is cut up
and dried for food by squaws So the
fiesta of San Geronimo takes place
when the Indian has plenty. It is his
inanKsgiving aay ana ne manes tne
231 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
' liast nf it hfv nan
Thn crrain hfl hapn
gathered, the wheat has been made
into flour, the pumpkins and all other
vegetables are safely stored away.
What more need a happy Indian want?
Tomorrow, at sunrise, every man,
NEAT
woman and child will run down to the
creek which runs through the pueblo,
and bathe in its cool, clear water.
Then they will all go to mass which
is served at the old church in the
pueblo by the padre of Taos. Usually
fa 'i
two or three Indian couples are mar- ried and the young bride and groom.
when leaving the church are showered
with bread and apples. This is also
thrown to the dancers from the roofs
of the houses and the refreshments
are eaten by tlhem while dancing,
Then, after mass, comes the dance
which usually lasts until about noon,
1 nis is the chief event of the day and
both the men and the squaws danc- Particular care Is taken that no outing, exhibit their finest clothes and
when apparently "run to seed" a littlb one may see every color of the rain- fit leaves
bow on just one squaw. The men are
THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY we equally benefited by our renova- decorated with the skins of the fox,
tion
treatment. We put an entirely tlhe
STABLE
coyote and the skunk and
new appearance on them, giving each a large necklace made of Elks'usually
teeth
unless It Is In perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehlcler clean and easy garment a freshness that suggests the adorn their neck. In the afternoon
the foot races take place and there
running. Drivers spick and span, original appearance when brand new. is
a good deal of excitement as to
r&trons are always well pleased with We are prompt and careful with our
which side will win; the side with the
our service. We have rigs of all kinds work
and guarantee
all partons perflag or the side with the red
fcr use at any time of day or night fect
as
satisfaction
well as contentFor one who understands the
and our charges are moderate.
ment with the low prices charged.
they run, it is very interesting
and novel, but for the newcomer it
4 RISIM
Julius Mnralter, Tailor
is difficult as it is hard to keep track
of the runners. The race course is
31C San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 ReC Cor. Palace and
Washington Avenue
usually about 250 yards long and one
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The Rexall Drug Store.
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of age and is suffering with the deluHe will
sion that he is persecuted.
probably be taken to the asylum at
Los Vegas.
See 'The Writing on the Wall" not
blood and thunder, but a well acted
drama from start to finish. It's at the
-
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THE BIG STOR

ART STIG TAILORING!

"Be Sure Your Tailor is
a Man of Sense '

Hart SchaffnerS Slarx Ready

This old quotation so often used, is a
good, sensible admonition at any time.
Judging from the number of men we
see wearing
poorly tailored
clothes, it would not be out of place if it
were pasted in the tops of their hats.
Perfect fitting clothes can be had.

io

d,

Vear

D

e

par t

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
clothes you find exactly the right thing
And if you're critical about fit, be as exacting as you pler.se. If you cant judge
for yourself about fit-i- t's
not easy bring
a good judge with you; we II fit you right,

Suits $25.00 to $50.00
Overcoats $18.00 to $50.00

you to take the suit.
are, Hart Schaffner& Marx goods
suits $20 to $50; overcoats $18 to L$60.
:f or we'll not ask

H erelthey

Trousers $4.50 to $15:00
If you appreciate Good Tailoring, let us
have your measure for your Fall garments. Test our ability!

"

taifl

W

Tailors-Clothiers-Haberda-

shers

shers

Copyright

IS!

A

5

ent

maybe just as critical as you please
about the details of the way your coat
is cut the shape, length and curve of
the lapel,(the drape of the skirts, etc.;
or the "hang" of 'the trousers; here in

Our cutter aud Tailors are skilled artists
The clothes they make fit correctly, and
are tailored perfectly; The Fall woolens
are beautiful, and our prices are not
''lolty" in any degree.

Tailors-Clothiers-Haberda-

m

You

There are no Clothes Troubles Here.

HSk
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yesterday, runs the following legend: RECEPTION WILL FOLLOW
DR. PATON'S LECTURE.
"Some real live boosters from the
The Ladies' Museum Committee, at
great southwest. From left to right
they are C. O. Fisher, secretary of a meeting yesterday, decided to hold
Raton, N. M. Commercial Club, and J. an informal reception Saturday night
W. Fisher of Albuquerque; "Bob" Wil- in honor of Dr. Lewis Bayles Paton. It
son, the live industrial agent of the will be held in the museum rooms and
Elks- tonight.
Santa Fe; Col. W. E. Hopewell, one will follow the lecture of Dr. Paton on
Get
Furniture and
Rugs The of New Mexico's big men and H. B. "Palestine Before the Hebrew Con
r
Furniture Company an- Hening wearing the famous Albuquer quest."
nounces today in a new advertisement que smile; a quartet of boosters on
A reception to the members of the
that they have a fine line of dressers, the left is J. S. Johnson of Raton, constitutional convention
will
be
tables, pictures, chairs and other industrial agent of the St. Louis, given on Wednesday evening, October
things to make the home comfortable. Rocky Mountain and Pacific, and on 12.
(Hurry, , hurry you devil.)
Claire Cafe is now opened for bust the left Is Nlc Galles, president of the
Who He Is.
After the races, the people all go ness. It is first class in every re Chamber of Commerce, Las Cruces."
Professor
Paton is a graduate of
in
the
to the big pole which is stuck
Chief Justice Pope Returns to His the University of New York and of
spect under the supervision of an ex
middle of the pueblo. On this pole
H. Princeton Theological Seminary. On
pert Japanese Chef. Prices will be Own District ''Judge William
there is tied a dead sheep, and t!he reasonable,
and breakfast, dinner ana pope returned Saturday night from
leaving the seminary he was appoint
Indian who climbs it can keep the
supper will be served at regular Clayton, where he held court last ed "Old Testament Fellow," and spent
sheep and is usually considered the hours.
There will be two regular week. He planned to go this week to
in Germany .studying
hero of the day.
meals served, dinner and supper at Raton, but his second week in the three years
Semitic languages, literatures and hisThere has been considerable com 35c. The rest a la carte.
Fourth district was made unnecessary tory, receiving at the end of that
ment by the United Slates Indian
Fifth Reunion What will be the!
service whether it is true that the largest and most brilliant reunion! by the appointment of Judge Roberts period the degree of Ph. D. from the
Indians have a secret dance in the thus far of Scottish .Rile Masons of to the bench In that section of the ter- - University of Harburg. Since then he
ritory, Judge Roberts qualifying last has been professor of Old Testament
canon de Taos on the day after San ...
ha ho,
Ra- NBovem.beP 7 g
Geronimo. It has been rumored that ; Santa
9.
Exegesis and Criticism in the Conand The Friday and Pening court today at
Qn
lne aance taues place every year wu (legree teanl3 are already in good ton. Judge Pope will spend this week gregational Theological Seminary at
uiai uie iiiumus, wmie uaucms, uu uut practit.e and every effort wi)l be made in Roswell going over the main cases Hartford, Conn.
wear a stitch of clothing, and that to eclipse the former successful ef that need his consideration and decishe was
During the year 1903-every man and woman, and even the forts to confer the degrees with sol- ion and will open the regular three granted elave of absence from Hart- younger girls, are supposed to be emnity
The weeks session at Carlsbad next Mon-- ord t0 serve aa director of the Ameri
and imnressiveness.
there. The department has been in- class mav number a hundred from out-- ; day. He would have gone to Clovis can School of Oriental
Study and Rethis week, but found that there were search in Palestine, at Jerusalem, one
vestigating this and may try and ride points and even more.
it.
stop
Found Dead in His Home. George no cases ready for trial. Clovis will of the schools under the charge of the
S. Treat, an old resident of White have no court until the first Monday American Institute of Archaeology.
Oaks, Lincoln county, and who has in February, when a full grand and Here he had the opportunity to study
conducted a meat market at that place petit jury term will be opened." Ros- - the
English, German and Austrian exrVSINOR CITY TOPICS
for the past 23 years, was found dead well Daily Record.
cavations that were then in progress,
in his home.
His son Ralph, with
and also to conduct excavations himwhom he lived, was away at the time,
self at Jerusalem and at Sidon. In
PREPARING
FOR
CONVENTION.
being on a visit to Kansas and he
his
various expeditions and exploraX
29
The
X
Denver, Colo., Sept.
was alone in the house when he died.
tions he has gathered a large number
From Page One.)
X forecast is fair weather to- - X It is
(Continued
to!
was
due
death
that
thought
of original photographs, many of
X night and Friday with station- - X natural couses, as Mr. Treat had not
han and H- - S- Kaune are to be PraIsed which wil be used to Illustrate his lecX been verv well of late.
X ary temperature.
From 47 to 71 Degrees That was for their Aeion to light up the cap-th- e ture.
Dr. Paton is the author of "The
adequately during the
variation in temperature yester-lito-1
See Something New at the Elks' toclust-wa- s
Two
constitutional
convention.
History of Syria and Palestine,"
6
m.
enterEarly
at
a.
The
'will
relative
day.
humidity
night, "John, the Usher,'
will be placed In front "Esther" in the "International Criti52 per cent and at 6 p. m. it was ers of
tain you.
whlcn wil1 u6ht up the contour of the cal Commentary," "Jerusalem in Bible
Board of Education Tonight a ses- - 43 per cent, making the average for
structure, one fifty candle power Times," and of numerous articles in
terncent.
48
lowest
The
the
day
per
sion of the board of education will be
will be placed at each theological and critical reviews. His
(held which promises to be more than perature last night was 45 and at 6 Tungsten light
y
corner of the grounds and two
most recunt undertaking has been the
46.
was
was
m.
The
a.
it
day
today
usually interesting.
tional lights along the main path. As editing f a volume entitled "Recent
with
in
the
afternoon
cloudy
Outlook is Lookina In A represenmost trains arrive at night and all
Christian Progress," a collection of
tative of the Outlook is in Santa Fe thunder storms and showers in the vi- itors to town
pass by or through the studies on Christian thought and work
conMexico
the
and
New
writing up
years;
intArn.,,Att.n1vlcaPito1 grounds and executive man- - during the last seventy-fiv- e
u i
stitutional convention situation.
a-w
h,
rt n. slon on their way to or from the de- - and a volume by him on "The Early
t.
o.
wi,n x
Petit Jury Discharged The petit
f , Twwtnrv Pots tne lighting up of the capltol and Religion of Israel" is announced to apth
jury was discharged by Judge John R.
ou
wl
SC that pear in the autumn of this year.
vs.
is
receiving many compli- Eyles,
McFie Tuesday night and many of the
e bllhant
Santa F
"
iiirnra lft- fnr their hnmea the next ments for the rapidity, ease and accur1
tbe
uP of
GAGK BROS, and othc
acy with which he made his interpre- - depoTtafd
fting
A
SMART MILLENERY
e
and
V.nlon
df,pot
into
tationsfrom
Spanish.
English
New and Interesting is the Program
cross ngs
St. Michael's NEW FALL GOODS
JfST
to
RECEIVED
at tne Elks' theatre tonight. Follow- - There were three long arguments
Lore to Academy the Pres- QifficuH Coneje,
with
the
teeming
jury.
and
Wnlsts
Also Lacea, Silk Shirt
are the subjects: "John, the Usher,"
Mission school and other n- Dresses: Ribbons. Buttons, Novelties
idioms that Mr. Ortiz had to interpret bf, e?.an
.
on
in-the
and
"The
hav
also
"Debt,"
Writing
signified their
COME IN AND SV.V,
and he accomplished his task with tention of
Well." Show starts at 8 o'clock,
lighting up for the conven- LA MODA MILLENERY
ryTiAnr cn)foDO
Roof
Under
tion.
Salmon Residence
East Side Plaza
Oatron Block
"Debt!" Yes Debt, Debt Yourself,
The new residence of N. Salmon on
and
a
time
with
little
step
one
of
the
tonight
architecu
Capitol Hill,
rally
most beautiful houses in New Mexico into the Elks' and see the meaning of
313'i W. Central Ave bet. Third" Fourth
rs under roof and nearing completion. word "Debt."
923
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Choked to Death From Button The
Healthseeker Dies John Joseph
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. George Coomer, a healthseeker who came out
Akers died at Carrizozo, Lincoln coun- - here a
The leading photographic studio in the Bouthwest, Prices reasonable.
year and a half ago, died yesty. Death was caused by the child terday morning. He was 23 years of
Satisfaction guaranteed.
swallowing a button, which choked age unmarried and his home was in
Arrange for sitting while in Albuquerque during the Fair week.
These photographs ean be used as Christmas gifts.
him to death.
St. Louis. He was empoyed here by
Musical Service A musical service
Sheriff Closson and had he come to
will he held Sunday night at the
this
climate earlier he probably would
Church of the Holy Faith. Mrs. Bean
recovered.
Mr. Coomer was a
have
and Mis Virginia Bean will play the
of Columbus and knights in the
Shawgo's Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
organ and violin, and there will also Knight
city will attend his funeral which;
be a trio.
tomorrow
at
o'clock
6
CLTSAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION
GUARSocial Calendar The New Mexican takes place
morning from the Cathedral. Inter-- j
e
ANTEED N E W MANAGEMEN- Twill print a social calendar every
ment will be In Rosarlo cemetery,
EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- urday for the next month or two in
r
The
undertaking estab--1
der to assist those who wish to
Gentlemen's Hats Made New.
tertain and yet avoid conflicting dates, lisment is in charge of the funeral
arrangements.
He Has Delusions Trujillo Garcia
Phone
was brought here yesterday by Sheriff
New Mexico Boosters at Pueblo
Red 132
Closson and Deputy Sheriff Baca from The Pueblo Chieftain, under a series
Pojoaque. The man is over 50 years of group pictures on its first page,

will see runners on it all the time.
The older men serve more or less
SAN
as policemen and keep the crowds
back off the track. It is Interesting
when the
to see one of the old
runners are coming down tne iracK
neck to neck. He gets so excited himself that he'll start running a little
ahead of them till they overtake him
Great Feast of Taos Pueblos': and then he slashes the one of (his
choice with a long switch which he
Celebrated by Them
always carries with him; a!l this time
he is yelling at the top of his voice:
Annually
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